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a sNEWSand VIEWS: titor: Bud Tenny Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
*HIKNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY**** Foreign Teams Chosen

This. Issue Thanks to reports in Free Flight News and also letters
a

oo
.

- co! ; received, the following information reveals the team member-This issue is mostly filled with additional input result ship for some of the countries expected to compete in the Salt
ing from the F1D rules proposal made by Erv Rodemsky in Issue Mine next September.#2. ‘I had hoped to get this issue out before Christmas, so I
could return seasons greetings to those of you who sent us GREAT. BRITAINcards. Now, I"ve even missed the New Year greetings!

. . Besides picking a new team, the British Finals produced aReaction to Erv's proposal has been extremely volatile, possible Cat. IV World Record - Laurie Barr's 41:11; it isand a great amount of copy has resulted, If possible, I will also a new national record. The results below are the summa-present all that material in this issue, with overflow and tion of two events at Cardington.additional material to follow next month, It has been a fas~
.

. aacinating time, watching this issue grow; my major surprise is Laurie Barr 38:50 41:41 80:01
just what a diverse group of fliers agree that some change is dave Pymm 38:08 38:57 , 77308needed. It was no surprise to note the extreme diversity of ernard Hunt 35:56 35:06 71:0
opinion which has been expressed regarding the actual solution

HOLLANDof the problem! HOLLAND ,

HELP! The Dutch Indoor Nats was also the Team Finals; the eventee was flown in the 747 maintenance hangar on Schipol Airport on
Dan Domina requests help in obtaining an address which Sept. 10, 1981 with excellent conditions including very light

works for Roberto Radiers Valle of Mexico? Every address he Pirie

has tried so far has been rejected by the Mexican Postal Otto Rodenburg 27:35 31:28 903Service! Dan's address is 6 Meadow Lane, East Windsor NJ Kees Wolthoorn 26°11 26:54 53:0508520. Thanks! Wim Beekmeyer 23:18 26:55 50:13
5 he iD .

‘

71982 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP Edgar Leim 22:34 182 47706

-

*Team Manager
I received an unofficial report from after the Fall C1AM

.

meeting to the effect that Romania will host the 1)81 Indoor WEST,GERMANY
World Championship in the Salt Mine in September, 1982. Nor-

;

7

mally, the Fall CIAM meeting immediately before the year of German fliers are acutely aware of the problems of current
‘the World Championship is the meeting which sets an evend, so FID designs in small sites, to the extent that the German
we can. be reasonable sure that this is is the final word on Finals (conducted in a 25 meter hall) were flown by fliers who
the event. Once or twice, we have been ad this point and have routinely used ballasted half-motors for testing. The ‘

difficulties forced a change, but let's hope! top four fliers are listed below, with the fourth flier named
as alternate. (Only two-flight totals were given.)

FAI PROPOSAL FOLLOW-UP Kurt Vogler 73:46
Issue #2 presented a proposal by Erv Rodemsky to change the Nitro Kaeo aespecifications of the FAI FID mode? class (FAI Indoor) to a Rainier Lotz 64:44smaller wingspan with a rubber weight limit. As might be ’

expected, this proposal has generated a strong reaction from CONTEST CALENDARalmost everyone who has ‘commented. Some have overwhelmingly
approved; Argentina and Japan in particular have voiced strong FLORIDA = Miami

sees ;support. Others have been strongly opposed; Still others have Indoor contests at Opa Locka Blimp Hangar: Sundays, 9 am '~‘generated alternate proposals. Much of this issue wil] he 5 pm; dan, 10, Feb. 14, Mar. 14, Apr. IL and May 9, 1982,
devoted to airing such comments. Itshouldbenotedthat the Fly-ins at Miami Dade “South: Sundays, 9 am - 5 pm; Jan. 17,_

major purpose in airing the proposal has been to generate Feb. 21, Mar. 21, Apr. 18 andMay 16, 1982. For more details,ideas and commentary for Erv, hopefully with copies to INAV contact John Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133. Call
for publication. Unfortunately, even though I gave Erv's 858-6363 Friday before meet for confirmation.address earlier in the issue, I got to pass ona number of
comments. In addition, a number of people sent comments here, KANSAS =..Overland Park

:and al] these will be aired on a space available basis. In Indoor sessions at the Westport Roanoke Community Center,order to help those who couldn't find it in issue #2, Erv's 3601 Roanoke Rd, Overland Park KS. Flying sessions: Jan. 16address is: 26 Warmspring, Irvine CA 92714,. and Feb, 14, 1982, Contests on Mar. 14 and Apr. 14, 1982,
; Contact Roger Schroeder, 4111 W. 98 °St., Overland Park KSNow, having read many of these comments, there needs to be 66207, ph. 648-4265 for more details.

some clarification. In the first place, the proposal has not
been formally submitted to any rules-making body. Rather, it MINNESOTA ~ Minneapolis Arsa
was aired in as many different publications as possible, in The Minneapolis Model Aero Club has scheduled indoor con~order to generate as much thought and commentaryas possible, tests at the Burnsville High School Gym, 600 East Highway 13,in advance of some contests set to try the design in actual Burnsville MN, beginning at L pm on Jan. 17, Feb. 14, Mar. 21
competition. So, if any other impression was given by the and Apor, 18, 1982. Events will be HLG, Pennyplane, Fasy B,release in INAV, I apologize to ‘anyone who became overwrought Peanut Scale and Walnut Scale. Contact Jack O'Leary, ph, 612-
at the thought of a proposal going out without any review. In 888-0638 for more details.
fact, I believe ALL proposals should have similar exposure and

;

trial before ever being submitted to a rules-making body. MISSOURI - St. Louis
ol,

co Indoor contests at the St. Louis Armory, Jan. 17, Feb. 14,The next thing to note about this proposal jis that Erv has Mar, 14, and Apr. 4, 1982. Contact’ Jim Bennett, 324
built and tested a model which meets the rules he proposed. Helfenstein Ave., St. Louds MO 63119 for more details.
As might be expected, he has made the discovery that 3/4 gram

,

is a better motor weight. That report appears. elsewhere in NEW YORK CITY ~ Columbia Universitythis issue.
)

Indoor rests at Low brary Rotunda, polumb tapisd> veda ata tebe ce ote ‘University, NYC, am = 5 pm, Jan,
»
Jan. 24, Feb, andFATINDOOR"REPORT Feb, 21, 1982. Jan 24: Pennyplane/Manhattan; Feb. 7: 9.3 gramindoor, Committee Activity Bostonian/Peanut Speed; Feb, 21: Santa Ana Stick contest. For

oo o ,

more details, contact Ron Williams, 212~722~5262,
Cezar Banks was chosen as the Most Improved Flier,. to ‘

receive the Pete Andrews Trophy. Ray Harlan has accepted the TEXAS ~ Bedford
post of Chairman of the Team Selection Committee, replacing Indoor contest at Bedford Boy's Ranch, Bedford Texas, Jan,

.
dim Richmond. 9, 1982, 5:30 pm - 10:30 pm. For more details, contact Jess

Shepherd, 2713 Summit View, Bedford TX 76021, 817-282-3770,



_ AN_INCREDIBLEADVENTURE! then unleashing with a shotputter's grunt. The folded wing
creation looks ugly duckling spiraling up, but magically

This tale begins begins at West Baden, during the 1980 transforms at agogee into a graceful soaring gull. ~

Indoor World Championships. The Japanese Team had found an
excellent site for their practice--the Nagoya Trade Center in 2. Contest. eve banquet at Japan's Central Broadcasting
Nagoya, Japan. Their first concern over this site was to Corp. lodge in Nakashima Hot Springs: Nonaka, Japan's guiding
determine if the site was suitable for a World Championship. force in Indoor, loosening up the crowd by singing a Japanese ~

The scheme they devised to test the site was elegant--hold a ditty. Banks trying to follow suit by solo singing “China
class F1D contest and invite world-class fliers to participate Night" in Japanese. No voice, but good courage. Followed by
in a full-scale test of the site. So, they invited Ray whole American team treating Japanese hosts with "I've Been
Harlan, Cezar Banks, Bud Romak and Erv Rodemsky to participate - Working on the Railroad." Rodemsky is loudest and on key.
in the FID contest, and also invited Stan Stoy along to demon- He's the only one. Everyone applauds anyway. Strange, decor-
strate his "folder" HLG. With that as a preamble, the follow- ative foods spread out on banquet tables, not all of it recog-
ing report by Cezar Banks appeared in EL TORBELLINO, the news~- nizable. "Hey, try this one, Romak, not bad!"--a wary smile,
letter of the San Diego Orbiteers: "No thanks, I'1] stick with the chicken and shrimp, but you go

‘ ahead." We do, our palates sometimes happy, sometimes not.
Nagoya Cup ‘81 Everyone pours fine, mellow Japanese beer into your glass,

keeping it full. Soon, private conversations break out all
.

Did you in your wildest dreams think when you first started over. Seems everyone in Japan speaks at least some English.
, gluing sticks together that it would one day lead to a magic

stay in a far-off land? Expenses paid, yet, and just to fly 3. Tokyo demonstration in school gym the following Tuesday:
mode] airplanes? Well, hang on, because it just happened to three TV networks show up. We are all interviewed. The stan-
five American indoor modelers. dard questions: "Why do you pursue this (meaning strange)

hobby? We all give differing non-standard answers. They seem
Who would do such a thing, you ask? The Japanese, that's delighted. It's shown all over Japan that evening. Jim

who. And do it in mind-blowing style, to boot. Would you Kagawa, the U.S. Team Manager, introduces us to a tiny, old,
believe an awards ceremony with a 20-piece band, 50pom-pom bright-eyed man. Turns out that he is Kiro Honjo, now 81,
girls, speeches by real dignitaries (no flunkies here) and - former Mitsubishi engineer and a designer of the WWII "Betty"
Japan-wide TV coverage? Couple this with the Nagoya Trade bomber. We all’ have an animated luncheon discussion with him,
Center: 110-ft. domed ceiling, .450-ft diameter floor--a site complete with shetches on napkins. He centers the taik on
with definite World Championship potential, and you begin to muscle powered airplanes and hang gliders. Later, he ex-

get the picture. Organization and execution were in the presses wonder and appreciation of Stoy's folder. That even-
Japanese tradition; i.e., nothing left to chance, everything : ing, its another banquet and more gifts. Gifts, gifts, every-
pre-planned and designed with your comfort and well-being jin where! It must be a national mania, but what a nice one! How
mind. The minor aberrations which crop up in any contest were can we ever repay?
dealt with swiftly, and with great energy. More than once,
Japanese fliers dropped their own activities to aid the visit- 4. Is Tokyo expensive? Is the Pope Polish? I watch with
ing Americans. Perhaps this had some bearing on the results, interest as Romak nonchalantly swings for an $80 lunch tab for
as we placed 1-2-3-4 in FID. But make no mistake, the three at the Imperial Hotel. No dessert and no wine,
Japanese are coming! Models are beautifully constructed; either. dust beer. Romak shrugs it off. Fine French cui-

: there is great and growing interest in Japan which was given a sine, though.
further PR shot in the arm by this meet. Modelers are gener-
ally younger than the U.S. crop, and it is just a matter of a 5. Thursday evening, Romak and I are invited to dine with
bit more experience and time before they become top rank. Banba, his parents, and his wife and daughter, who all drive

.
in from their chicken farm three hours away. We are lucky to

But back to the meet. When ready to fly, one would gently -have George Honda of L.A. (who is staying with the Banbas) as
and slowly walk his “mike” ship over to the official's interpreter and life of the party. Everyone orders Kobe char-
table. The officials having seen you coming would have your broiled beef except George and I, who opt for traditional
card ready. As if by magic, not one but two timers would sukiyaki; raw egg and all. I wonder how many eggs Banba will
appear, no yelling or pleading. Then on to the processing have to sell to pay for this feast.

.

room to check span and weight followed by the slow walk to the "wes Cezar Banks
model stand, this whole process recorded for posterity by
countless clicks and flash pops. Oh, how grand to make like a COMMENTS ON ERV RODEMSKY'S FID PROPOSAL
celebrity, if only for a little while! a

oo, . oy . .

Alfred Klinck (member 1980 German Team): If I:

thi

After winding, hooking up, picking a spot and launching, if difficulties I Vad with my box in the bia, if 1‘think oF theall looked well, one could lie down in a lounge chair and wait many times my models have already been in danger under the
it out while (are you ready for this?) the P.A. system wafted ceiling and all the other difficulties you have with a F1D
out soothing music. Not quite like dying and going to heaven ship, I readily agree with Erv's proposed rule change. Ibut close, my friends, close. would even go further than he does, namely go down with the

. ; .
wingspan to 55 or even 50 cm and with the area to 1000 cm2.

Mornings were given over to events like Pennyplane, EZB, The only thing I would not propose is the length restriction,
ornithopter, Japanese Class A, and hand-launched glider. Here although a length restriction of the box would certainly be
the athletic Stan Stoy, demonstrating his "folder" to high reasonable! I must say that all this is my personal opinioncrowd interest, cranked up and broke Ron Wittman's 1973world and I don't know if my German comrades agree with me - andrecord with flights of 89.6 and 93 seconds. Lots of yelling which is more important - and with the World Champion. But
and back pounding after that display! there is no doubt that something has to be done because per-

. .
formances have become so marvelous that there are no halls

.

_I was the only American with Pennyplanes and managed a anymore which are sufficient for an only mediocre F1D, not to
first in both PP (12:07) and NPP (10:21). Not great times, speak of the good ones. I don't know if the opinion of onebut good enough.

.
whose only ambition it was to not be last at the WCh is of any

. . importance, but I have really been thinking the problems overHere's the round-by-round picture in FID, flown Saturday and I must say that the only. way is to limit dheperformances
and Sunday P.M. I had it locked up ‘til Ray Harlan put to- and to amke the class easier if you don't want it to become
gether two beauties in rounds 5 and 6 to take first, but something for ten people over the whole world.
that's what competition is al] about, isn't it? -

Walt Van Gorder: I would offer these comments on Erv's pro-
Pos.Fa | ,1,t,t.tel. |rom | posal: From my own experience, limited as it is in FAI, I

1 |wrtan |_3ust0| 2:30|20:50| 33-401 94:28| 34sa7 |. goss think he makes some strong points; the models have become
2 | gars | _3asaa.}a0s17_|33:53 | rasan aueas| 29: | _6a-ze | almost ridiculous in size for the weight. -Only a very few

.

:

people are able to get good enough wood to build to the
3 | omc | ane]sees |sorse| ase]sacoa | nn| sess > ; . .

oo
weight. I really like the idea of everyone being restricted

a | rodensty | 74s| roan|29:00|saes| naa| ass | eas | h : vee

°as much as possible to make the competition as close as pos
5 |wetsuzowm |r7sea|20:05|22-43|vez]zona| ars| s:00 sible. As for the rubber restriction, I think it is OK. They
6 |vamezats |reiza | zarze|2a:s4 | 17:07] 6:23] aor| aasze fly Wakefield and Coupe with limited rubber, so why not? On
1_| tentyam | 23:04]22:47|cone|axes] -|- |nese the other hand, I guess that no matter what you do the best
3 | monks |2:28! rao| zeegyz| -|-|- | egos fliers and builders will probably still get to the top, one

» ten |.f.|.|.)|) ae way or another,

wo [om | -|-|2|ef.Pf eee | EAST COAST INDOOR MODELERS: The Lakehurst F1D Stick
ne 1 as EASTCOASTINDOOR MODELERS:The Lakehurs ic

Remembrances and Reflections 1. Limit the span to a 50 cm monoplane.

1. The Stan Stoy launch: starting out at nothing; sync-ing 2. The minimum weight without rubber motor shall be one
. up body and mind with a slight waggle in the throwing wrist, gram.



3. No Touch Rules
A. A penalty of one minute shall be deducted from

: . oe,
ee

.

,

the flight time for every time the model's parts
_

fia penieve 3 majori ty of FAI flyers would prefer to
touch the ceiling or ceiling girders in the ascent y under © present rules. However, on the world
h f the flight. scene U.S. FAI flyers have only one vote. If wephase o g

aoust have eee Seeatet we should search for a
a. A determination of what parts of the flying air alternative to the Rodemsky proposal. I feel

“site structure constitutes the ceiling and ceiling ee eel above is that fair and reasonable

girders shall be made by the contest director and .

Fliers before the contest. ZND ALTERNATIVE FAI PROPOSAL—
b. Steering the model on ascent will be permitted

. vege ue Oee

: bette terind. 1. Span 50 cm ( 19.68 inch’) MONOPLANEone time for possible better cent g
2. Weight 1 gram ( .035 cunce )

: . . . 3. Max wing chord 16 cm ( 6.299 inch )c. Creating an air disturbance with a balloon to >
ar? anch )

keep a model from touching will cause thé flight to 3- Max stab chord 13cm ( 5.118 inch »
be terminated as it can jeopardize another model. 5S. Max model length = 65 cm ( 25.590 inch })

excluding propellor
d. If in its descent the model drifts to one side, 6. Mocs gadgets ie gears or variable pitch

Ma aaa balloon steered to safety without a
7. NO OTHER RESTRICTIONS: ~ . oo.

Comments on Lakehurst F1D Stick (Manny Radoff): I believe that fisee proposal above shares the advantages of the

the no touch rule is the answer to the destruction problem ure al ernative proposal, but is somewhat more

that has eluded us for 20 years. It is a most significant restrictive. The effect is that of a scaled down 65

proposal and the way to go. I cordially recommend its consid- cm model Processing is more dificult but can be
eration by interested FID competitors. Coincidentally, John accepted. Either format is a reasonable alter-
Triolo and Bill Tyler independently suggested the no touch .- native to the Rodemsky proposal.

.

rule. Bud Tenny experimented with such a rule in Texas, but a
.

nothing evolved, And now, "it is an idea whose time has gaat “WeeTatas Bore simer SamantsmallerFALcome." (ED. Note: My experimentation with no-touch actually
.

:

;

was a world-wide informal contest which simply allowed fliers eraner Fone eit? have3 rules change. nt suggest
to compete via INAV listings for the best no-touch time. Erv first seek to do ho harm proposal, one shou

Rodemsky and I have kicked around the no-touch idea for sever-
arm.

al years. It was and is my contention that this gives a far
;

. . ;

closer test, of mode? capability than any other rules Ev con gregh demeky, promaeal withits rubber weight rule,tended that it would be difficult to administer from the
1 ae

standpoint of deciding just what constituted a "touch", Problem. Proceedoeeee an ready weed.
Neither Erv nor I had the wit or genius to subtract time in- Model performance is crippled. 1 eal 't reee
crements as a penalty for touching. This provision may well

competing seriously becomes moré dificalte
be the salvation of teat I feel is an elegant idea. this). y be 2PRCULT.

must define "touch" (the ECIM proposal does not address this),
— .

but surely we can do so in a common-sense manner! problesoFbeingalaort insocsiole ttn ae the

fairly. There is also the possibility of unfair
.

Now that Erv Rodemsky has opened
: yofe et aes elution with his "Santa ana Stick". «1 home site advantage to flyers more familiar with a

would like to propose a "1/2 FAI Stick" as a second possibil- "particular room.

ity for consideration. It would have these specs: Wingspan, eae:
;nak..,50 cm (19-685*);...50 om (19.685"); eight, min... 708g, bethwould harm lowceilingrecordattempt work in

“.. g (,025 0z.) This model, which might have a wing area of 115
performance, the other by limitin con etition t

sq.in., length of 24" and prop diameter of 17.5", might be
perfect topof the catecor oome> pesicran to

capable of 40 minute flights. It would support all of Erv's gory .

down-sizing reasons for change plus one more; namely, this
> . .

size will coincide with the maximum size which surveys show wanted tythe eaemee if chan ved we annie
can be handled effectively by beginners and intermediates!

seek a reasonable format which dows not have h fulThis is of vital importance if we wish to increase FAI
side effects

armre

participation by removing all non-essential obstacles.. .
*

60 CM, REVISITED
And who can foretell, if FAI were to adopt the "1/2 FAI oe

.

Stick" specs...the various national acadamies, such as AMA, . By the time you read this the world's first 60
might do likewise in several less demanding weight classifica- em, contest will no doubt be history. There are at
tions as - .030 and .040 ounces. Then we would have a _more

_

least six local fliers preparing for the event Dec-
attainable goal for aspiring FAlers...as well as a preplanned- _

ember 27. Reactions to the proposed rules range
/straight-line "experience track" from national to internat-

.

from wildly enthusiastic to violently opposed. Most
jonal competition levels! people feel that $ gram motors are too small. I

cbarted flying my first ship on old $ F1D motors
OPOSAL (Tem V4Leee) 3/4 gram) and this seems just about right. The verySUSGESTEDALTERNATEFalproposal ( first flight on my 60 em. was 17230, the next 21+

The FAL proposal outlined below is a constructive = dead stick 50' in the air; so i'm sure that on a good
alternative to the Rodemsky proposal published in day, with the right propand rubber cross section, we
INAV and Model Aviation. can approach 30 minutes. But, the big plus was FUN.

I could wind wire-tight and the 10" motor stick show-
i. Span 50 cm ( 19.68 inch ) MONOPLANE ed no strain, did a couple of barrel rolls on the way
2. Weight 1 gram ( .035 ounce)

|. up and was a handling dream.
a. Max model Length = 65 cm ¢ 25.590 inch )

P
.

RE
excluding propellor

; .

So far, thestrongest opposition to my proposal
4. No mechanical gadgets ie gears or variable pitch has been from Dan Domina. His counter proposal is

prop devices.
_ a, /

to increase the present weight rule to 1.2 grams.
5. NO OTHER RESTRICTIONS Lo . The obvious result of this would be for the models

to grow even larger and out of proportion. As Dan
The proposal above has the following advantages. admits, the large models builf right on one gram

.

“Gives them the winning advantage, but they pay the
i It is simple, straight forward and fair. price of fragile models.* If you simply raise the
ii Processing is easier, with simple go/no go weight, the models will be FRAGILE—10" chord 36"

gauges. . ong tandums that will spend even more time rafter
iii It is more fair. It does NOT create a severe

_ banging. As the past 10 years have proven, A WEIGHT
and unfair supply problem through a rubber RULE WITHOUT SIZE LIMITS SIMPLY MAKES BIGGER MODELS.
weight rule!

— Without motor limitations, they will spend even

iv Performance will be reduced.BUT NOT CRIPPLED
. greater time in the girders.

by a smaller modelwitha higher wing
|

loading. — A valid criticism is that of processing prob-
vy It will be somewhat easier to build and fly. lems. I maintain that it's easier to figure areas

. vi It will be truly easier to fly in gmall rooms on a few durable models than to build boxes full of
.

and allows smaller model boxes. critical ships. Processing at the flying site can



be done on an honor basis. I can't believe that a flown by the San Diego Scale Staffel club. Prompted
serious competitor would deliberately build oversize by Walt Mooney, an informal contest was arranged, and

if he knew hewere subject to close scrutiny in the results were encouraging, with winning times between

event of protest. Virtually gll other FAI classes one and two minutes. Some entries were simply hasty
have much more festrictivecrules than what has been conversions fromexisting rubber-powered Bostonians,
proposed. A simple go-no go balance can easily take but a few were constructed especially for the meet.

care of model and motor weighing. Additional development should yield. longer durations
h as builders become more familiar with the different

make plowing veees atopler. Thereia aothine to pre- parameters. For example, an unanticipated considerat.
vent a designer from using square outlines if he so was the effects of trapped heat in an indoor site,

chooses, but why make it a “one design?" This pro- which causes the power of CO2 engines to increase as

posal admits as much latitude as possible to experi- the models near the ceiling. Creative solutions to

ment with design while maintaining a size and weight this and other problems should keep modelers intrigued
that is practical. As Mr. Nonaka of Japan has com-

_

with this fresh aspect of indoor flying.

mented, these rules should encourage five times as POPULAR MODEL CLASS
many competitors as they now have. vu

.

‘ Bill Tyler reports that the 35 cm model class is really

proposalwithpar tienkae ewchaeie on the"ho eadect* going great. at East Coast flying sessions. He offers the
rule, but that is understandable since they have been following coments 35 on mreeo ct bok a pons ee ne Just
successful in developing the variable pitch prop.

. tg ato ab Laxelursts Wt © mode
Domina has made a plea that any FAI rule change pro-

not fully wound , and the weather wasn't all that good. Given

posal be approved by the contest board and a na jori ty 2 good day in the righ t place, they ought to do 30 minutes.
of past participants This could constitute a major

The biggest problem is handling torque when the model is fully

change ie AMA if not CIAM poliey and would affect all wound. Despite Aan wing offset, I've had to add a tab on the

classes of FAI competition. The present system prevents inside Wine: Which | seems towork OK. Using a constant chord
stagnation of rule development. Need I point out that wing Snape also helps--you gotta get area at the inside tip.

nearly everyone in the U.S. was opposed to the one gram ton flying 13" Pion 84 sq.in. (6" chord), with 9.5" stick,

weight rule and the U.S. voted against it; however, it
oz boom ontto medtopather ok weigh between .015 and .018

has been a great help in making F1D more popular world- . .

! wide. HINTS AND_KINKS

The major problem we face is that those who have
access to the best materials and have learned how to

Two By Vern Hacker

maintainthestatusquo. But, thevery existenceof sat, Robby shops have very small channel brass strips for

the sport depends upon interesting new people. Larger, “Nowe!Taslroaduse. IF avery,Fine sot te cut apan angle
weaker models with tricky gadgets is NOT the way to do

can be cut very uniformly for center splices if you follow
. these techniques: keep the spars marked for proper

orientation, and cut them with a single edge razor blade.

rules chosgeain been By atone Worda Championship Always pull the blade toward the acute angle of the mitre for

My proposal was for contests on the local level to consisten cuts
bry iP tne Ldeehos anyacrit theonly Bovris op find

_

Vern also suggests that prop spar center splices be made

to changing F1D, but has said perhaps it would mee an with Elmer's Glue. Then, when wrapping the joint with tissue

interesting additional event. There is a tremendous and normal glue , the joint stays together instead of soaking
jump from Pennyplane to F1D; so why not have some con- _

apart as sometimes happens.

tests for this intermediate class and IF the majorty TORQUE ROD DESIGN ;

of those competing want to change F1D, then we will TORQUERODDESIGN = -

oll debetteroftitishe Pikebooting oor hoes The chart below, furnished by Charlie Sotich, shows the

th a stick-—~it feels 80 ood when ou Bo ’ design parameters for torque meter elements. for a large
& y De variety of music wire sizes. The figures are shown for full

.

scale torque reading at 360° rotation of a torque element of

fron90 om, Beeeeeon one Flyin reduction diameter in inches shown in the first column, length in inches
suitable and reduce the box size: but rules that en

shown in the second column, and torque in inch-ounces in the
ee ied ’ 3

5

courage big, light models that do not fit the flying
third column..

site only tends to destroy the sport. .

. DIAMETER LENGTH TORQUE
; 00 400 ° °

If you've bean dreading those big sheets of filn, 0.00500 23k Ocoee
the lack of 3# baisa, the need for a truck to trans- 0.00600 2.83 0.054
port boxes, hung up and collasped models, then try 0.00700 3.30 0.086
60 cm. You can spend your time improving aerodynamics 0.00800 3.77 0.129
and getting the most out of a piece of rubber. Let's 0.00900 4.24 0.183
all try to keep indoor alive and growing! 0.01000 4.71 0.251

EBV RODEMSKY 0.01100 5.18 0.335
0.01200 365 0.434

C05: ANOTHER FACET OF INDOOR FLYING 0.01300 6.13 0.552

By Bill Han 0.0) 400 6.60 0.690
iy Bl annan

. 0.01500 7.07 0.848

Doubtless those who follow Aeromodeller magazine will OL 500 eat oss ;

be aware of the growing interest in COo powered indoor 0.01800 8.48 1.466
duration flying in England. A parallel activity in 0.01900 8.95 1.724
both England and the U.S. is indoor flying scale models 0.02000 9.42 2.011
with this type of engine, which offers cleanliness, 0.02100 9.90 2.328
simplicity and quiet opperation. 0.02200 10.37 2.676

The advent of the new Brown Jr. A-23 "Peanut" engine g 202500 (10688 57038
has made flying in small sites a much more practical 0.02500 11.78 3.927
proposition than it had been with larger units, and. 0.02600 12.25 4.217
it is interesting to note that Bill Brown, himself did 0.02700 12.72 4.947
much of his test-flying indoors. 0.02800 13.19 5.517
Weighing less than 1/4 ounce, this delightful engine 0.02900 13.67 6.130
will fit in a Peanut, but is easily capable of flying 0.03000 14.14 6.786
much larger models, such as the Bostonians recently 0.05100 14.6) 7-487

0.05200 15.08 8.235
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sNEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75080
. XESENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#%32%

This Issue--A New Look BIG BASH AT WEST BADEN!

. Some of you have been aware that I have been Elsewhere in this issue you will find entry
Planning to assemble a word-processing system system blanks for various events to be held during Indoor
‘at home. Not only do ‘I do alot offree-lance Week at West Baden (June 13-20, 1982). In addition,

. writing, but this step allows me considerable since the Indoor Nats will not be held at West Badenfreedom in planning and executing various issues of (see announcement elsewhere in this issue), the
INAV. As a result of a lot of hard work = and National Free Flight Society is hosting a Class AAAAinvestment of time and money in a home system, I indoor meet the first part of the week. ‘Actually,
have finally reached the point where I can do the the contest is being jointly sponsored by NIMAS,whole process at home. Some recent issues have been NFFS, IMAC and the Chicago Aeronuts; the idea came

,

composed at home and printed at work. The final from NFFS officials. — . —

link in the chain was this printer, which is not
. quite a "letter quality" device, but I believe that The Big Week breaks down this way: June 13 —

you will be able to read its output satisfactorily. arrival and practice flying. June 14-16 - Class AAAA
My only alternative was to wait for a printer with Indoor Contest; June 17-19 — VIINART; June 18-19 —
the print quality you have been enjoying, but the III World Peanut Grand Prix. The NFFScontest will
price is over five times as much.So, if things work hold events for Paper Stick, Easy 5, Manhattan,out as I plan, INAV will get back on-stream sooner, - Bostonian, Straight-line “Indoor Speed, Pennyplane,because my time will be used more efficiently. Novice Pennyplane, FAI F1D, Indoor “Cabin, Indoor :

“
. Stick, HLG, Peanut Scale and AMA Scale. .

Beware ~— If You Ask... :

. . .
. ce :

Se
:

, VIINART will have the usual format of NIMAS
You may get what you ask for! For some time Index for competition between’ various AMA record

now, a number of people have been saying there Class endurance models, plus separate classes for
should be a separate Contest Rules Board for Indoor. other model classes not covered by AMA records, and

,

During the Jan. 3ist AMA Executive Council meeting,
_

4 separate class for HLG. Finally, the III Worldthe Council established just such a Board, and
©

Peanut Grand Prix will have classes for Pioneer,directed that it be implemented within 40days. ‘Warplanes, Golden Age (betweenWW i & WW II), ModernSince that time, a number of things have occurred. and Wierdo Peanuts. The actual event is scheduled
Some people. expressed concern over this action and during the 24-hour period starting 8 pm June 18 and

: AMA President John Grigg declared a moriatorium on running until 8 pm June 19. In past years, Indoor
this action until it could be reviewed at the next ‘Week participants have had opportunity topartake ofCouncil meeting. Now, there is doubt in other two banquets, and this year is no exception.people’s minds that he has the power to do that. In ,

/the meantime, a slate of 21 possible candidates for FAI_INDOORREPORT
the 11 AMA District offices has been presented to
the Executive Council, with recommendations for Team SelectionProgramSet
possible candidates for Chairmanofthegroup. oo

oo

_

The 1982/83 Indoor Team Selection Program (to
In view of the seemingly inept handling of

.

pick 4 team for the 784 WCh) has been set, withIndoor rules in the past, why are there some essentially the same features as the 80/81 program.
reservations on the part of some people? There are a Issue #5 will contain a full account of the program
number of reasons, and some of those are outlined by details; the major change is that a Northwest
Don Lindley, elsewhere in this issue. However, for Regional Zone has been added to accomodate the
those who have not thought about it, the new Board growing interest surrounding the domed = sports
will have two strikes logged before they start. stadium at the University of Idaho. More later!
First, the entire Board, including the Chairman,

,

will be unacquainted with current rule-making policy
: :

CONTEST CALENDAR| ‘ ,

and procedures. Not only will they be dealing with
. rules proposals, but they must learn how the rules FLORIDA — Miami

oo. , .

are to be processed. Second, given the immediate Indoor contests at the Opa Locka Blimp Hangar,past history of Indoor Rules, the Board will be Sundays, 9 am to ‘ pms Apr. 11 and May 9, 1982, —

“under the gun", so to speak. So, I certainly ‘hope : Fly-ins at Miami Dade South, Sundays, 9 am to 5 pm;that those who have been vocal about the need for an Apr. 19 and May 16, 1982. For more details, contact
Indoor Contest Rules Board will volunteer to serve

John Martin, 3327 Darwin St., Miami FL 33133. Call
on this Board if they are needed! 858-4363 Friday before meet for confirmation.

Money Troubles! KANSAS— Overland Park
—

oo,
;

. ....
indoor’ contests. at the Westport RoanokeIn times past, overseas subscribers have paid in Community Center, 3401 Roakoke Rd., Overland Parkeither U. S. dollars or in local currency such as KS. Meets scheduled on Mar. 14 and Apr. 14, 1982.Pounds, Marks, etc, and I have been able to make the Contact Roger Schroeder, 4111 W. 98 St., Overlandnecessary currency exchange with no problem and Park KS 66207, ph. 648-4265 fordetails.little or no loss. A recent exchange transaction

. Oowould have come down at 40% discount, due to a MINNESOTA - MinneapolisArea
change in the way my bank handles such transactions. The Minneapolis Model Aero Club has scheduledTherefore, I must require that all subscription indoor contests at the Burnsville High School Gympayments be made in U. S. dollars or by checks drawn 600 East Highway 13, Burnsville MN, beginnig at 1 pm :

.

. on U. &. banks.
on Mar « 21 and Apr.18, 1982. Events will be HLG,

. . . ennyplane, Easy B, Feanut Scale and Walnut Scale.
.

1982 INDOOR NATS contact Jack O’Leary, ph. 612-888-C438 for more

.
.Despite the exceptional successofthe 1981

etails.

Indoor Nats (largest Nats entry in several years and
_

.

the first Indoor Nats to break even financially), eee ndiaee ottontests scheduled t th ithe AMA Nats Executive Committee has scheduled a Armory, Mar. 14 and Apr 4 a C ote Louisunified National Model Airplane Championships‘to be Bennett, 324 Helfenstein st Loui MOesi; Jim
held in Lincoln, Nebraska, Aug. 1-8, 1982.

|

More more details. eres 7 Fours. 119 for
details later. ,

:

,



NEBRASKA ~ Beatrice/Seward
. .

INTERMEDIATE CLASS INDOOR MODEL
Indoor Fun-Fly at the Seward Senior High School, EER

Seward Nebraska, 10 am to 5S pm, Apr. 4, 1982. ‘by Erv’Rodemsky
Indoor Contest in Beatrice, NE, 1060.-am to 5 pm, May

/ ;

oo o

9, 1982. Events: Peanut Scale, AMA Scale, One Design After. a great deal of correspondence; talking,
EZB, HLG, Bostonian West. Contact Joe EdPederson, thinkingandflying, I’ve come to the following
for more details and maps. feeling about rule changes for indoor models based

on the amount of reaction generated by my original
TEXAS — Bedford

.

: proposal for a 60 cm. model. The intent was to have
Indoor contest at Bedford Boy’s Ranch, Bedford, a series of contests to prove the feasibility of the

Texas, March 27, 1982, 5:30 pm to 10:50 pm. For changes suggested. There have beensome rather
mode retails contact Jesse Shepherd, 2715 Summit specific and unpleasant recommendations as to what_I
View, Bedford TX 76021, Ph. 817~282-3770.

can do with my new rules! But, the consensus seems

MORE ON INDOOR CONTEST BOARD to be that we should leave FiD alone and establish a

re new international class somewhere between Easy B and
Fid.

420 Tupelo
Naperville, Il. 60540 With sincere apologies to those who are in

.

Feb. 11, 1982 support of the original 60 cm. class, especially
Dear Bud, : those who have built and flown the models and are

Fer our conversation this date: even more enthusiastic about 60 cm., a great number
:

_

- of (peaple feel that a new permanent class should be
, A Matter of Some Importance different enough that the change is meaningful.

by: D.J. Lindley ms :

Also the rules should plug all loopholes that might
The AMA Executive Committee has seen fit to grant allow ingenious designers to create monstrosities.
us the priviledge of acting independently on our own It’s béen said that larger “models are easier to

competition rules. Whether or not we merit this recog- adjust and fly. That’s fine for those with easy
nition and authority or whether we even want it is not access to a dirigible hangar, but all the reasons

the point. The fact is, we have it. We now have no for the original size reduction in F1iD are still

scapegoats to punish when we feel mistreated. To quote valid. Some have pointed to 35 cm. as an ‘easy to

Pogo, "We have met the enemy and he is us’. Let's transport class; but without weight. and area

make sure we don't blow this one on our first use of restrictions, they are EXTREMELY difficult to build

our new muscles. Let's not try to win the war with ‘and = harndie. When themodels get too small, they
our first volley, or we will surely wound a lot of suffer from the toy syndrome. There is a hue and cry
our own people. I strongly suggest that we try for an for SIMPLE rules with freedom of design; but when

annual meeting of as many of the competition indoor loose rules produce models that require exceptional
fliers as possiblie to discuss and refine rules propos- materials, skill and handling, then the rule should
als before they are cast in concrete and we suffer a be more restrictive. If there is a choice between

two-year session of griping about rules which no one simple rules and simple models, 1711 take the simple
seems to have supported. models every time! Most people are content to use

First: I suggest that we meet one evening each year preven designs in all well-established classes .

at West Baden, Indiana during the firmly established anyway, so what’s wrong with specifying dimensions
Indoor Week. If the Nationals is a more desired loca-. and weights that will assure practical models that
tion, I can accept that. However, it is my experience are FUN to fly?
that much more. canbe accomplished in the relaxed atmo-

sphere of the IndoorWeekformat.From this meeting, Traditionally, with unlimited weight models, the
we should be able to form an Indoor Advisory Group to high aspect ratio wings had a span greater than

represent our interests to the Executive Council and overall length. Adoption of the one gram rule
the Nats Executive Committee. We should also work out ssgaused wing chords to grow in order to keep wing
a relationship with the present NIMAS body to either loading low. There is no doubt that the Swiss

support it and use it or look for an alternative. appraach with long tail booms would be most
Second: We must now work out the rules-making proced- efficient with a total area (wing and tail combined)

ures which in the past we have left to others. The rule; but if the are to fit in the smallest box,
Basy Bee and Peanut Scale rules problems are typical removable tails will be required. We don’t need
of the methods which we have used in the past. There that complication for an intermediate event. So, if
is no such thing as a uniform set of rules under which the wing area and span restrictions produce a

these events are flown indoors in this countryat ‘this reasonable aspect ratio, then the overall length
time despite the fact that they have both been in the ‘need not be more than the wingspan. Designers will
rule book for several years. We now have two newevents use a very small stabilizer in order to get the wing
for intermediate microfilm creeping in with little or as large as possible if the total area concept is

no uniformity in the rules under which they are being used. This makes the models more difficult,to trim,
flown. Bostonian is another example of an event for ‘especially with the high power burst used on these

: which you have to prepare adifferent model depending smaller, stronger ships. So, contrary to the 60 com.

on which area of the country wish to fly in. Let's use total area rule, I suggest that a wingspan of 50 cm.

Indoor Week to fly these events and discuss sound rules and an area limit 650 sq. cm. (100.77 sq. in) be |

proposals for them. used. To prevent tandem wings, the stabilizer

Why don't we start out by flying Erv Rodemsky's 50 cm. -- should have a span of 30 cm. (11.81") and an area of

airplane, the East Coast 35 cm. ships and anyone else's 325 sq. cm. (50.39 sq. in.)?. Although restrictive,
proposed intermédiate class in a mixed bag at West *=..7- - these rules still allow freedam of planform. Some
Baden so that we can evaluate the designs andget a bet- have suqgested that a maximum chord would simplify
ter idea on where to go? If we can't agree, let's keep processing. Very true, but the all models would
trying until we can get a cmsensus and stick withit. have square wings. Compliance with the rules should

I. don't propose that this approach will get rid of all be on the honor system unless a protest is filed.
the dissention, but at least we'll all have an opportun- In that event, the contestant would submit full-size

ity to see what others are doing and intellingently dis drawings of his projected areas. If the surface is

cuss alternatives. If a large enough number of us are too big, he may be required to poke a hole in it!

willing to put out the effort to demonstrateand compare
,

our ideas in a real flying situation,we might even be -

@nother of the 60 cm. rules that may be

able to come up with some reasonable rules under which _ inappropriate for the intermediate class is the

all can compete. After all, this is what we keep telling rubber weight limit. We have been using .75 gram
each other we're trying to do. motors quite successfully in our low-key 60 cm.

: flying, but it’s obvious that under tough contest

‘
conditions the tightly wound motors with consequent

.

Hang in there,— high breakage would make processing an unacceptable

4p burden. & good no-touch rule may be the solution if

:

: it can be used fairly. This can be at the

indley discretion of the. contest director. In any case,
FAI RULES FOLLOW-UP ‘

our stick length should be imposed if motor weight
.

is not. specified. Rafter banging will be a real

This issue continues to present ideas and problem with these stronger models, so let’s try

comments from all over, andto bring the latest news this "no touch" rule: In the event the model strikes
of the rapidly developing concept of new rules for the "ceiling" as defined by the contest director, a

the FAI FiD event. As you will see, the discussion
_ penalty will be subtracted as follows:10.sec.

and development has taken a slightly different tack
.
first, plus 20 sec. second, plus 30 sec. third, etc.

from where it appeared to be going after reading the Multiple strikes within a 15 second period will
reports in Issue #5. count as one hit. The model must change direction
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or the propeller make solid contact for a hit to be
counted. If contact is slight enough to be in Rodemsky’s call for a rubber weight rule is also a

question, then no hit will be recorded. This rule matter for grave concern. First, becauseitcreates
will require very careful attention of the timer and an extreme and inherently unfair supply problem.
may well lead to hard feelings if the penalty causes Second, because it makes the event much more dificult,
a loss of time, but most people will agree that a not easier as claimed.

flight that never touches is superior to rafter
.

!
.banging. The area rule presents serious problems for

: : mo Processing. Under the pressures of FAI competition,
There have been suggestions to count high single competitive models will be right at the maximum

flight (assuming a no touch) and to eliminate allowed area. _Due to the flexible nature of indoor

steering or limit it to the last half of the flight. models, there is no guarantee that model surfaces will

These things can be done on a local level and, if conform exactly to plans or tissue outlines traced

proven practical, later on be incorporated into fromplans. Erv’s suggestions for weighing of tissue

future rules changes. For the present time, this outlines at a contest or preprocessing are totally
seems to be the best set of rules for an additional inadequate. You must have rules which can be easily
indoor event: enforced. You need a simple go no go test for the

model itself at the contest! This implies a maximum
SO Sq. Cm. Intermediate Indoor Model chord which is easily tested. . a

7

1. Projected wingspan 5O cm. (19.49) max.
I’m not a diehard blindly opposed to change.

2 Length (excluding propeller) SO cm. max.
Howeyer, change should be constructive, not

3. Model weight at least one gram. destructive. Any new rules should be easy to
4. Wing area 650 sq. cm. (100.78 sq. in. max. understand, easy to implement and enforce fairly and
Ss. Stab span 30 cm. (11.81" max.

contain no harmful side effects.

6. Stab area 325 sq. cm. (50.39 sq. in.) max.
EXAMPLES OF BAD SIDE EFFECTS ARE:

7. Motor stick from front of thrust bearing to rear
1. Rules which are overly complex.

hook 25 cm. (9.84") max .

2. Rules which can’t be enforced.

8. All surfaces covered on one side only.
.. 3. Rules impossible or dificult to enforce fairly.

9. Propellers will have two blades with no
4. Rules which are unfair because of unnecessary supply

in-flight mechanically adjustable parts. problems and/or unreasonable operating conditions.
10. Multi-wing area will be cumulative (4650 sq. cm.

,

maximum) . The Rodemsky proposal, by itself, or a combination
11. Models must conform to the intent of simplicity. of it and the no hit idea fail on all four points.

If in the opinion of the contest director a They would create grave problems for FAI competition
builder has incorporated porated any gross new rn general. Adoption of either idea ‘would be an

technology, the model will be declared illegal. absolute disaster for low ceiling record attempt
—

competition with FAI models in this country. Why?
There is no such thing as a perfect set of

It’s simple, either idea would limit low ceiling
rules, although I believe the ‘above is the best record attempt work to perfect top of the category
compromise possible with the experience accumulated rooms. Very few people have access to perfect rooms.

so far. Perhaps with more flight and contest Such rules stifle competition. ,

experience, additions or modifications may be in
. w cas . aorder. Although there have been a great number of hen T speak of low ceiling rooms, I"m thinking of

ideas put forth, t wish to give special the 20 foot high school Gyms and auditoriums and small

acknowledgement to those contributed by John Triolo armor res which are potentially available in just about
and Dan Dominat. It?s my hope that enough any town in the country. You can do some very
experience with this class can be gained so that a rewarding flying in such rooms! In promoting indoor
formal proposal may be submitted to the CIAM by the

and indoor FAI in this country, our biggest problem is
end of the year. the fixed idea that.you must have access to a

dirigible hanger in order to fly indoor models

Erv Rodemsky seriously!. If we wish to develope more indoor flyers,
26 Warmspring we should should encourage serious flying in these

Irvine CA 92714 small roams. The recent adoption of FAI ceiling
Phone 714-857-0277 categories opens possibilities for serious low ceiling

record attempt work almost anywhere in the country. I

*Dan Domina wishes to stress that he does not would hate see this potential destroyed by the harmful
:

approve of changing the rules, in spite of having
side effects of an extreme rules proposal.

made suggestions toward this proposal. ae personal bias is as follows. I’m seldom able ta
; e

attend the big meets but have kept active by competingTHOMAS P, VALLEE - for low ceiling national records. I’ve had some -

444 HONRYIONSO. modest success which has been most Pleasing. The

Dear Bud.
LAUREL, MD. 20510 era reyang, site has a ceiling of just under 19 feet

'

»72 meters). option of the Rodemsk ropasal or
no hit rules would force me out of serious Competition

I would like to comment on your initial favorable’ Petesyeamee tenoon The reason,under these
comments in INAV concerning no hit rules. I agree the cate or nt o have access to a perfect top of

that they worked fine for an informal competition
.

gory room to compete.

using postal fudge factors for different ceilin 5 :

heights. No hit rules for head te head FAI perspective onSOME onments wilenee ,

competition and attempts on absolute category records the various rul
° i complex questions raised by

create BIG problems. Please consider the following
=e reese

points. .

: WRAPUP ON F1D

No hit rules are almast impossible to enforce The next issue hopefully will wrap up the

fairly. Consider that you can’t reasonably allow any discussion on FiD/Intermediate model rules changes.
steering during the climb phase. Reason, steering In the meantime, the plan page shows two model
inhibits climb. If you allow it, steering would sketches by Erv Rodemsky. The tandem bipe sketch
almost be mandatory, turning the competition into a shows a startlingly effective way to explore
steering contest. Furthermore, there is a period of loopholes in rules proposals, while the other simply
several minutes when it is difficult to determine if a shows Erv’s concept of his composite proposal in
model has stopped climbing. In serious competition, this issue. For the loopholes, imagine the most
the winning models will climb very close to the extreme design you can, then fit it into the rules

ceiling and stay there for some time. Often it will
. if you can. The tandem biplane was Erv’s approach

be difficult to tell if a model has actually touched to the designs permittedby the original East Coast
or merely stalled or settled in turbulence near the “SO cm proposal (outlines in Issue #2). Try this on

ceiling. This throws a heavy burden on both contest any new rules you .see--it helps put things into
management and contestant. Serious disputes will be perspective!
common! Finally the event will become more difficult
since long no hit time is the mark of the extreme
expert! :

.

:
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sNEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75080
SS24NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY£42% Dist. VII - Richard Doig, & Canary Hill Dr.,

‘ i

Pontiac MI 48055.
.

ne

This Issue Dist. VIII -%Bud Tenny, P O Box S45, Richardson TX ~~

:

: “75080. .

~ . foe
After trying for some time to fit in all I Dist. IX - Stan Chilton, 300 S. Main, Wichita KS

~

wanted for this issue, I find it more desirable to
. 47202. 7

. use the necessary space for Dieter Siemenman’s F1D Dist. X - Clarence Mather, 3860 Eco¢hee Ave., San ve
model, then build the rest of the issue around it.

. DiegoCA 92117. .
‘ So, even though I wanted to finish the FiD rules Dist. XI_- Dave Hagen, 19957 S. Redland Rd., Oregon *

-. thing, there will be a small amount left for next ’ City OR 97045.
an

a
“time. also, special rules for the United States

. *CHAIRMAN ‘

har a
i i id til th m8, acoor crampionships have been deferre anes .

. Well, fellows—-that’s the crew! We stand ready
.

°

:

-

to do our best to promulgate indoor rules which
M.A.N. STRIKES OUT! will be both fair and popular, but we will have to
—— ee —

.
. have YOUR help! When rules proposals are published,

.

A recent announcement in MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS
_

it is up to you to let us know how YOU feel about
told of an editorial decision to carry no more Free © the various proposals. A couple of years’ ago, in-

Flight news or articles; presumably, this also
|

door fliers as a group left the FFCB in the dark on
.

means that their backlog of FF and Indoor articles some proposals,andnone of us liked what happened.
will be scrapped or returned to the authors for .

|
ust because you now have the Indoor Contest Board,

.

possible placement in other magazines. If this dis- ] don’t assume that your representativecan read your
turbs you, perhaps a letter to the magazine would a“ mind! Not only can he not do that, it probably is
be in order. One thing for certain is that FF will not ethicalor legal! So, sound off!
not prosper readily without magazine coverage,” so

,

we have one less avenue ofreporting. :

FAIINDOOR REPORT
/

UNITED STATES INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS _
;

seagtinn
Summaryof FAI Program Provisions

erglMdor, eek at West Paden Kicks off with the  ., Me competition schedule for the 1982/1780 TeanUSIC, which is a prototype for NFFS-sponsored in-
4 a, .

/

_

door contests to be held any year that the Indoor of local contests and one’regional contest in each
Nats is not held in a high ceiling (or, presumably, zone during both 1982 and 1983, with a single-site

-

in a site deemed to be suitable for truly national Finals to be held in 1983.
caliber. contest). On Sunday, June 13, practice

_ ;

flying is scheduled all day. The remainder of the __Program entrants must have a current A.M.A. 1li-

schedule is as follows: cense and a $5 FAI stamp. Program entry is $3,
‘

, . ‘

o eT which may be paid to A.M.A. HQ or at a local meet.
.

)

8 You may enter as late as 1983. The models to be/15 >Wed d 4/16
.

_

Monday 6/14 Tuesday 6/15 _
flown must have wingspan between 20" and 25.4", and

Hours ,

‘weigh between 1 and 2 grams without motor. .

7
a “ bows oe . .

. -10)
.

‘

.
a4 Manhattan Pennyplane ‘turn in scale 8

Local contests must have a minimum of three
:

: . -° entrants and scoring is on the best 2 of & flights;Bostonian Nov. Penny HLG (all morning) ‘ the winning score is awarded 10 points with other
:

.

scores awarded proportionate points; the best local1-6 Easy B Fibs All Scale, (flying contest score is counted. If no local contest is
. . me entered, a $15 fee is required to allow entry into -Paper Stick{Indoor Stick ends at 5 pm).

a a regional contest.
.

ROG Cabin.
;

Regional contests also require a minimum
|
of

.

: three entrants; the regions are: East (NJ), South— :

_ FFS Banquet 7 pm baat
, .

,On| oter mediate ian Speaker east (FL), Midwest (OH/IN), Southwest (DK),  Mount—
.

Class Demokk Dr. Paul McCready “ain (CO), West (CA) and Northwest (ID). Regional ‘

_ tL ______ ————
.. .

entrants mustscore75%tobe eligible to enter the
.

4F1D flown in rounds beginning at 1:20, 2:40,— Finals, with the best regional score to becounted.
4:00, 5:20, 6:40, 8:00 ;

,
.

Scoring is on best 2 of 6 flights, with top scoreoe ee , .

é oe fs being awarded 100 points.A regional entry fee is
48This demo is a Special invitationby CD‘ Don $103 a $35 fee ischarged if no regional is entér

Lindley for each flier with a rules proposal ed, but this provision is available only to prior:

to bring a model- fitting his proposal and finalists who live more than 500 miles from the
to fly all such models in direct competition. closest regional meet; 75 points will be awarded.

.

CONTEST BOARD ACTION oa oe
So The Team Selection Finals will be conducted :

~ ~ o. : over a three-day period with three rounds per day.
Indoor Contest Board Formed ° Scoring is based on the best 2 of 9 flights, with *

Te top ‘score being 1000 points. The Team is selected -

.

It was determined that no moratorium on Execu- by adding each flier’s points from locadl, regional
tive Council. action was possible, so the Indoor and Finals, and the maximum store is 1110 points.
Contest Board has been formed’ with the following Finals entry fee is $15, and some travel assistancemembers: =

: oO core a may be available to those who won first (received
.

. . 100 points) at a regional meet; the amount of as-—Dist. I - Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland sistance will be determined by the Indoor Team
. MA 01778. co Selection Committee based on the, funds available. .

“Dist. I]- Pete Andrews, Bogota Royal Apts., #A-11,° | .

“  gonTesT CALENDAR
|

vhs
100 River Rd., Bogota NJ 07603. . mS 7

Dist. III ~ Walt van Gorder, 5669 Victory View —~ FLORIDA — Miami - : ” ee a bef
;

Lane, Cincinnati OH 45238.
;

:
: Two sessions are left ‘in thé MIOMA Spring in-

/ Dist. IV — Don Scrull, 941 Kimberwicke Rd., McLean door season: the May 9 contestat the Opa Locka
_

VA 22102.
;

ee Blimp Hangar and the May 16 Fly~in at Miami DadeDist. V -— John Martin, 3327 Darwin’St., Miami FL South. Both sessions run 9 am to 5 pm: contact Dr.
;

33133.
; .

John Martin, 3227 Darwin St. Miami FL 33133 forDist. VI - Chris Matsuno, 8576 Ginger Dr., St. John
more details. Call 858-6363 on Friday before meet

;

MO 63144.
_

for confirmation.
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NEBRASKA - Beatrice ANDRAS REE (Hungary):
Indoor contest in Beatrice NE, 10 am to 5 pm, In my opinion, the Santa Ana Stick is a well—

May 9, 1982. Peanut Scale, AMA Scale, One Design considered proposals; it must be tried, modified if

EZB, HLG, Bostonian West. Contact Joe Ed Pederson, necessary and accepted as WCh formula as soon as

734 N. First St., Seward NE 468534, ph. 402-643-6290 possible. :

,

for more details and maps.
.

=

.

.
DIETER SIEBENMAN (Switzerland):. .

NEW JERSEY — Lakehurst .

- My rule proposal is this: Min. span 50 cm; Min.

April 25 - Contact Pat Ciambrella, ph. 215-845- weight 1 9g; Total combined area 10.sq. dm. A very

4590 for information and confirmation. East Coast
| _. important point: the rule change should come at the

‘Indoor Modelérs tentative dates set for a number of ‘end of 1982 so new contests in 1983 can use the new :

meets beginning in June; contact” Dan ‘Domina, ph. _ ‘rule, and those who propose rules should build = and

609-448-2840 for confirmation and information. ECIM
/

fly models to the rule for testing the rule.-
meets include two record trials, FAI locals, “FAI

=~ - “ PE tee

regional and a big contest. —

. STATE OF THE ART

NEW YORK -— New York City
’

This report is long overdue, for which I apoligize.
Events at Columbia University: Bostonian/Embryo However, the various copies of the plan which I had suffered

contest, April 25; Peanut Jamboree, May 2; Penny— from poor contrast, particularly in the printed material. I

plane/Easy B contest, June 6, 1982. For more info was not able to make legible copies for INAV, but I finally
contact Ron Williams, ph. 212-722-5262. . got one which I believe will give the details legibly. So, at

, “last we have a look at Dieter Siebenmann's "Bacillus"!

NEW YORK — Long Island .

:

Contest at Long Beach on May 14, 1982 and con— The outstanding characteristic of this design is the in-

test at Cantiague on June 13. Both meets sponsored flight stability it has. One of the models flown by the Swiss

by Grumman; CD is John Carbone; both contests will Team at the 1980 WCh was climbing when another model collided

have HLG, Peanut Scale, HL Stick and Easy B. Also, with it in the tail boom area. It was not possible to tell, -

the Long Beach meet will have Pennyplane, and the by watching the Swiss model, that anything had happened. It

Cantiague meet will have Manhattan Cabin. Contact kept climbing serenely, while the other model staggered off

John Carbone, 304 Oakwood Rd., Huntington, L.I. NY
’ before recovering! In the past, such high dynamic stability

11746 for details. .

has been considered detrimental to the goal of high duration,
but Dieter has created a model with very high potential. In

TEXAS ~ Bedford
‘ fact, the Swiss Team almost won the WCh, and they never really

Indoor Contest at BedfordBoy’s Ranch, Bedford, found an optimum rubber size!

Texas, May 15, 5:30 pm to 10:30 pm. HLG, Penny
plane/Easy B and Peanut Scale. Call Jess Shepherd, THE ELUSIVE FORTY MINUTE CLUB

2713 Summit View, Bedford 76021, ph. 817-282-3770
-

.
" *

for more details. The material presented below was compiled by
.

Bob Gibbs; he invites you to help correct any over—

F1D/INTERMEDIATECOMMENTARY Sight on his part. The listings are for official

flights at officially sanctioned activities; the

The following comments were squeezed out of information represents the best effort only, by in-

previous issues by space and timing considerations, dividual and class.
a,

and are presented here fo ewe comptete the pits Class*
,

\ /

of what international feelings on the matter o :

rules changes were as of (approximately) INAV #3. Name Country Time A 2 2 year Site
LAURIE, BARR (Chairman of Britain’s FFCB): Richmond, Jim US = 52:14 X 1979 Akron

“Now that the current best F1D models are 60 Kowalski, Dick’ US 50:41 X 1976 Akron

large and at one gram somewhat fragile I expect - .
.,

°

the deafening sound of breaking motor sticks will .

Richmond, Jim US 47:23 x 1980 Akron
push the call for rules changes even harder, after Harlan, Ray US 47:13 x 1980 Akron

/
Slanic. I am already sure my existing ships will : °

j

not be strong enough to take fully wound motors, as
Rieke, K. H. FRG 45:40 xX 1962 Cardington

many others will find to their cost if they don’t Redlin, Carl US 45:17 xX 1962 Cardington

have suitablemodels for the unusual cold and hard
_ Andrews, Pete us 44:59 xX 1979 Akron

Randolph, Bob US 44:50 X 1972 Santa Ana

Although I was originally against a rule change .

having just got some competitive models together Mather, Clarence US 44:44 Xx 1974 Santa Ana

(having joined the 40 Minute club), I got to ana-~ Hacklinger, Max FRG 44:20 X 1961 Cardington
lize my feeling about flying F1D in harsh competi-—- ,

.

.

tion, and the fact is that it is too much = agony. Kopecky, Ernie us 43:42 x 1963 Santa Ana

It no longer is the fun event it used to be and you Banks, Cezar Us 43:35 Xx 1981 Santa Ana

are dead right, it is related to how long the model ; :

stay up in the danger area in the roof of most high
Cummings, Frank US 43328 xX 1963. Santa Ana

,

sites; it is also a product of how light they are. Atwood, Bill US 43:17 X 1963 Santa Ana

A smaller, heavier model, maybe with rubber
Plotzke, Ron US 42:53 x 1969 Lakehurst

weight restrictions will solve the problem, and I Domina. Dan US 42:25 xX 1979 Akron

am now sure, will make the event more popular! Romak, Bud US 42:01 X. 1965 Moffett
However, I have some provisio’s—

Romak, Bud US 41:59 xX 1981 Akron

I don’t think you should limit the length; as Richmond, Jim US 41:45 X 1969 Lakehurst
the Swiss have shown, you can pack existing models
real small if you want to. In order to not make it Gibbs, Bob US 41:35 x 1981 Santa Ana

a one design contest which would be the death of
|

. - Finch, ‘Tom us 41:27 X 1963 Santa Ana

our discipline, why limit the span or tail area? I ,

agree with you that any conformity to area rules Champine, Bob US 41:23 X 1963 Santa Ana

can be on an "honour" basis subject to spot checks Rodemsky, Erv US 41:23 xX 1979 Akron
and/or processing the winning model. ;

‘
:

: Stoll, Ed US 41:21 xX 1963 Santa Ana

As for no-touch rules, it’s just not practical. Mather, Clarence US 40:54 xX 1974 Santa Ana

You can*t fly at Cardington (most of the time) i

without steering out of danger, and the current Draper, Ron UK 40:44 xX 1962 Cardington
rules we use prevent abuse. I see no reason why Pym, Dave UK 40:40 x 1980 Cardington .

.

one should not be able to save a model in danger
’

due to position. With tougher ships it would be
: Bilgri, Joe US 40:37 X 1965 Santa Ana

easier. Also, think of the consequences of no ' :

j

steering at (for example) West Baden. with the air
Nonaka, S. Japan 40:36 x 1978 Cardington

full of models.
,

* Class 1 + FAI 90cm or AMA-D
.

2 - FAI 65cm - 1 gram
In short, my proposal would be: max. combined 3. FAI 65cm - no weight requirement

area 200 sq. in.3 min. weight ig.: max. rubber
— of ,

/

Lo

weight 3/4 g.3 present FAI rules to continue; com-

petitor to furnish outline templates for processing ,

at contests. :
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Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75080
***KNATTONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETVexexe =

°° °° meet the current rule, or to scrap the records as
,

has been the practice in the past.
/

This Issue :

. . oO
.

|

@.K., Folks! The ICR represents YOU! Let them

.
. Again, we have some effort to catch up, s0 some -- knew how they should vote--contact your District

items in this issue may be dated. However, there ICH reprsentative. You can find their addresses in

are also up-to-date results of Indoor Week, except INAV #S or in the COMPETITION NEWSLETTER section of
for photos and results of the Peanut Speed events. MODEL AVIATION.

oo

I expect to have the speed results by next issue (I - ee
, ,

didn*t realize until typing time that these results RULE BOOK ERRORS!
were missing). Also, if anyone has photos I could

,

'

use, they haven’t sent them yet! When the current Rule Book wasreprinted this

year, it apparently was completely re-typeset. If
INDOORCONTEST BOARDREPORT so, this introduced a random number of errors which

. .
may or may not be quickly ‘noticed. One such error

Rules ProposalForm is that the old familiar A R.O.G. (Rise Off Ground
:

.

Stick Model) has a maximum of 300 sq. in. area! So,
Much noise has been made in the past regarding use the Rule Book with caution and check suspicious

the lack of a special contest board for Indoor; I passages with a previous Rule Book.
was somewhat apprehensive about the new ICB being
overwhelmed by a flood of proposals. To date,

,

UNITED STATES INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
" there has been only one, but the lack of proposals ee

may come from one of two possibilities: you guys The U. S. Indoor Champs was held in the Atrium
© don’t know HOW to make proposals, OR everything is at Northwood Institute, West Baden, Indiana, June

OK. If all is OK, don’t feel that you have to make 14-14, 1982. Tony Italiano, C.D. for the meet, had
proposals! If you do have an idea on improving the this to say:
rules or adding a new event, here’s hows -

- “We had a really nice U. S. Indoor Champs! There

. . . .

,

were 63 contestants entered, and there was lots of
1. Discuss your ideas with other fliers to see cooperation and plenty of professional flying.
if others feel as you do. Assuming you find Paul MacCready was terrific at the banquet.
even minimal agreement, discuss your ideas . .

:

;

for solving the problem with themand arrive No problems developed. If we hold it again I

at a solution. If possible, try your ideas will alter the schedule of events slightly to allow
in competition. more time for the popular events.“Itwas lots of

.
a

. .

work and time consuming but I had fun all the way!
2. If you are trying to fix an existing event :

or rule, study the pertinent parts of the .

:

Rule Book and identifytheparts which ‘must
OF Contest Results

,

be changed, and compose the alternate word- Open HLG 9 Entrants Senior HLG 4 Entrants
, ing which you propose.

a Bernie Boehm 128.4 Bryan Fulmer =: 104.8

. %. Use the Rule Proposal form
§

which appears on StanSto se5 pradteyFulmer: os
:

page 5S (UW. S. issues only) and send the pro- Wally Simmers 93.4
posal to A.M.A. Hq. (postmark deadline Sept. Bill Schlarb 92.6 Junior HLG° 2 Entrants
1, 1982 for new proposals). Note that there Paul Loucka B0.&
is a place for co-signers; do you see why I Open Paper Stick (21) DaveG.Brown” ~~"

45.2
suggested you find others to agree with you? Jim Richmond 2e 63g

:

naan _.
Ron Ganser 25:11 Jr./Sr_ Paper Stick (4)

Old" JCBBusiness Ed Stoll 23:29 Dave Lindley 15:15
.

i

ie F 7X = &

How can a new contest board have old business??
Dick Obarski

.

23209 paul Soe 10
Well. A.M.A. Fresident John Grigg sent a directive Open Easy B (27)

, 7 °

for the ICB ta decide whether we should review the GeraldStrianc 20:43 Jr./GSr. Easy B (2D
FFCR rulings regarding how to handle the existing Stan Chilton | 50231 RobertBee inne 11:08
indoor records which (theoretically) should have Walt Van Gorder 20:19 DaveG.Brown Sa

ese
wiped out by the change in ceiling height measure- Cezar Banks 17:40
ment methods. Also, there used ta be three A.M.A. Dick Hardcastle 17:36 Open Peanut Scale (22
ceiling categories; adoption of FAI ceiling measure

,
, seoe Meblichas i199 pts.

was accompanied by adoption of the fourFAI ceiling Jr./Sr. Peanut Scale (4) KenGroves | "499
categories; how do you apportion the records? Bradley Fulmer 142pts. Jim Miller 183

A very short time ago, ICKB members received a evan palmer 131 Bob Clemens ae
ballot requesting the following disposition of the rian Varney

=

107 Keith Fulmer 1

records dilemma, with the following options:
Dave G. Brown 48

Manhattan Cabin (11)

i. Keep the records or wipe them out. Bostonian {9) Chuck Markos
.

9:57
Jack McGilvray 648 pts. Larry Loucka 9:50

2. If the records are kept, determine the FAI Martin Varney 328 Walt Van Gorder 8:40

ceiling category for the site and re-assign Bob Cremens 298 Bob Larsh
— rz

the records accordingly, (assuming the time Jon. rakava _ 224 _

Dick Obarski .

has not been exceeded already).
ohn Loribiecki 235

Open Pennyplane (17)

.3. Move A.M.A. Cat. I records to FAI Category Senior Pennyplane (3) Walt Van Gorder 11234

Il and start FAI Cat. I with a cléanslate; Dave Lindley 11s30) Jerry Skrjanc 11:30

similarly, move the other A.M.A rétords up. Kris Warmann 19:42 BobWarmannso Olan
In addition, it was discovered “that the FFCB Juni Pei 1 s

Gordon Wisniewski 10:25

had not accounted for the FAI Cat. xX FAI records, Beat Pome teos AM i (a?)and theseare in the process of being defined. In Robert Skr janc ys aneSoars 7 Oo pt
: the same rules cycle that the ceiling measurement

D S
ers . ack Mcbiivray 171.5 prs.

;

changes were made, the Easy BH model was redefined, ave S- Brown $257 konGroves 144.0
and the pre-existing recards were not scrubbed but -

: i" =e
.

- listed anew. Gn the current ballot, the ICB has op- de./Sr.AMAScale (2) dim Miller 195.5
tions to keen the records if the models (as flown) eis narmann ae pts. John Martin 149.35

- Brown -o



; Open Indoor Stick (14). Warplanes (I&IT) a
dr./Sr. Indoor Stick (4) Jim Richmond 32:54 rae

Dave Lindley 17:43 Rick Doig
/

31:24 ‘ . Combining WWI and WWIT didn’t seem to hurtthis
Faul Loucka 14:51 Paul Tryon - 29232 class,’ although the older models seem to do better.’

‘ Mike Clem 13:58 Dan Belieff -

|

29:28
ck, as cee mm ana vce

angen cs
,

Chuck Markos 26:39 1. Dave Kiefer; Sopwith Tripe (304.0) _~ 32.24+50.0
FiD Stick (18) 2. Jack McGilvray; SE-S

— (234.0) 108.34+106.0
Stan Chilton

.

43:16 R.0.G.Cabin (5) - 3. Mike Arak; #27; (326.61) 20. 1420.6
Jim Richmond - 63:05 Rick Doig 22:54 4. John Martin; Niewport 17 253.5) -  417.04+22.0
Ed Stoll 59:05 Ron Ganser 18:25 S. Tony Sutter; Heinkel 100

9

(195.5) 9. 53.3+54.1,
Dick Obarski S@:33 Larry Loucka 16:49 6. Alfred Genther; Douglas A-26 (258.0) 304300
Paul Tryon S7:15 Tony Sutter 16:02 7. Walt Everson; P-S1 : (159.9) 34. 74+52.0

. 7 8. Bill Hunters Fokker Tripe (224.0) 19.34+16.4
Feanut Speed (6). Open Novice P/P (19)  -  - 9. Stephen Oxley; Hellcat (232.0) 2.5t2.0,

, Martin Varney 185 pts. Cezar Banks , 11:43 10. Jack Little; M. Saulnier n (211.2) 3.0+2.6
Millard Wells 134 Walt Van Gorder 11:32 1i. C. E. Roth; FP-Si ‘ (142.5) 35. 0+35.0

. Terry Mrakava 7a BRernie Boehm 10:22 12. Millard Wells, P-38 (175.0) 14.0490
Chuck Markos 10:09

Junior Novice P/P (3) Gordon Wisniewski 9:44 DID NOT FLY:
, Paul Loucka — 11212 Tony Sutter; Zero, (156.0) :

Brian Varney 6:39 Senior Nevice P/F (2)
-. Dave G. Brown 3:27 Mike Clem 9228 *Blame John Martin: he scratched it out!

Kris Warmann — 6:05
—

THE THIRD WORLD PEANUT GRAND PRIX cUNTORS

oe
:

.
: 1. Mike Escalente; Bristol Scout(292.5) 37.0+37.0

It is hard to improve on a good thing, but it 2. Chris Scott; Martinside S-1 (195.2) 25.6+25.0
happened again. This 24 hour Grand Prix was the
best yet--Hoy, what planes, what flying, what in- Golden Age
somia, what FUN! From 7 pm June 18 to 7 pm June

. ren
. 19 we flew and flew. Tt is hard to wreck 73 planes The planes from the between-the-wars era make

in 24 hours, but we tried.
.

ideal Peanuts. Jack Little’s reproduction of three-
-

.

views of both planes and motors from the 1929 Air-
This year the scale part of VIINART was flown “raft Yearbook was donated by Jack as awards, 76 3-

concurrently with the Grand Prix. Extra events—— views and 31 of engines of the period. (Send $11 to
Jim Miller’s Flying Aces Lo-Cal Scale, Martin him at Littlecraft, 1414-B Brewster fAve., Redwoad
Varney’s Kit/Plan Scale and Charlie Sotich’s Peanut City CA 94062).

‘

Speed and Unlimited Speed events provided plenty to ;

do--even if we did have 24 hours tao do it in. As 1. Alfred Genther; Bucker BUI31 (283.5) 53.0+47.06
usual , with a few minutes remaining, we still had a -@. Bob Clemens; Farman Moustique (207.0) 54.7+53.4
few trying to get in their last flights. 3. John Martin: Dornier Merkur (192.0) 75.0+101.0

4. Millard Wells; Winnie Mae (216.0) 44.6+45.4
M.T.A.M.A. was the host club and Doc Martin was 5. Bill Hannan; Autogyro, {8P7.0) 2O.S+19.9

C.D.this year with Mike Arak as Proxy Chairman. The 4. Warren Shipps AVRO 612 Gyro (285.2) 29,04+350.0
field was larger, better looking and better flying 7. Millard Wells; Curtis Tripe (192.0) 44.6+45.4
than ever before. The proxy entries, from five 9, dim Miller: Piper Cub (170.5) 89.94+72.0
nations, were particularly fine and well trimmed. 9. Phil Cox; Buttercup (465.7) 7Vi.0+74.0

_

OF 73 entries only a dozen didn’t or couldn’t fly. 10. Walt Everson; Jungmeister (180.0) 42.0437.2
,

' This year you could R.O.G. or hand launch, with a ii. Millard Wells; Micro-Velez (120.0) 122.2+122.0
.

19 second bonus for FR.0,G6. This plan worked very
—

12. Millard Wells; Wee-Bee (64.0) 1274.04155.0
‘

well. The proxy planes arrived in much better shape 13. Jack Littles Fairchild 24 (189.0) 3.0+12.0
than usual. The judging tables were a beautiful. 44, Phil Cox: Drurine T. 176.0) 35.4+0

, sight--four triplanes, three twin-engined jobs, -

15. Millard Wells; Huntington H-12 (61.6) 76.5472.0
three autogyros, one annular ring and almost as ié. Walt Everson: Waco E (141.0) 35.0+37.8
many biplanes as monoplanes. First places were won 17. Bill Criss; Bellanca (119.0) 29.54+29.2
by a@ canard biplane, @ twin motor, an autogyro, a 18. Jerry Ske jancs Moustique tno documentation)

;

biplane anda Fike. How’s that for variety? How 171.04175.0
did that Fike get in there?

DID NOT FLY:
_

,

We thank the two moguis of indoor supply ,
who Bob Clemens: AVRO 540 (199.5)

_

(

were there--Jerry Skrjanc and Lew Gitlow, for dona-— John Martin: Cessna a-W (172.2)
, ting many kits and supplies both for the Peanut , °

Kalinan (163.1)
Grand Prix and for the M.1.A.M.A. Junior program. Mitsubishu Tripe (143.5)

_

Also Jack Little for his donation of his Aircraft Phil Cox; Miles M~1@ 151.72)
. Yearbook reproductions. Walt Everson; Taylorcraft (335.0)

After all this you would think we would be sa- Modern Class
tiated with models and flying. Instead, the atmos— . :

ee

phere inspired all of us to do better next year’s This year we removed the Fikes and Laceys from

.

and most of us are probably back at the drawing this class (with no objections) and the resuits
board right now. Remember the second week in 1983-

were quite different--a twin motored job was first!
PLAN AHEAD!! However, Volksplanes and Vagabonds are moving in.

Mike Arak*s 38th birthday coincided with the. ;

: a9 2
oars Bangi and our Gessert vag:nis ofa birtnday 3 Saghy(WGltvraysYogoslay gar (222,97117-01112-0
cake. Earlier, a profile model flew in the Atrium S. Lou Leifer: Vol ksp] ane (162.5) 74,8+82.0
towing a large Happy Birthday banner behind it. 4. Seigfried Glockner Fred (175.4)  67.0477.0

: ae :

.

. S. Jim Millers; ITOH (136.0) 126.54+124.5
GRANDPRIX RESULTS 6. Dave Kiefer; Pitts (319.5) 38. 8458.2

; ay é a 38.8

General Note: Scores are designated thus: (static a Bok Clessieyeee ae ates
score) timettime, — 9. Bill Criss; Cougar (136.5) 58.04+63.0

; an /

.

10. Millard Wells: Vagabond (74.7) 74.0+66.0

PioneerClass Ji. Bill Hunter; Vagabond (124.0) 5a. 2+55.2
/ : . a . o eae eke ated ee wag .

The Fioneer is always a good class; we had more
,

DID NOT FLY:
of them this year. They are hard to trim, and hard Jack McGilvray; Volksplane (145.6)
to get duration with. The 14-bis is the Lacey of , .

, this class. oe .

: oe oO

JUNIOR:
A

* rs

1. John Martins 14-bis' - (211.25) 60. 0458.0 Brian Varney: Cougar (147.9) 646. 0+0

2. Ranier Lotz/Bigge; 14-bis (206. 4) 66. 0+69,.0 NOTE: Check the times in this class: well over one
3. Mike Araks Chiribiri (256.5) 07 Ot7-9 minute is very common and over two minutes can be

4. al resend papier . eee Mooreo ‘done. Remember when a 35 second flight was consid-
Se r

:

s IS ” a .
7 1

a. dim Miller: Ponnier (190.9) 48.0452.4 ered sensational? These are not ghost ships?

7. Bob Clemens; Niewport IV (163.8) 37. 7+38. 1 :
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Wierdo Class Best Static Score: Mike Arak*s Niewport 17 at
326.6 points, just beating out Hannan’*s

& lot more interest was shown in thisclass; autogyro at 322.0.

some are able to get these unorthodox ships flying.
It sure is great to see a little twin, or aitogyra Best Achievement: dack McGilvray’s remarkable
or helicopter actualiy flying, not just staggering twin engine Yugoslav 45T. The hand-carved
around. The autogyros actually R.0O.6.7d with a two

.
props rotated upward and away from the mid

man crew; one held the plane and released it after line. The i2" loops of rubber were en-

the other spun the rotor. There were all kinds of closed in nacelles no longer than 4 1/2";
innovation and new techniques. the best flight was 1:57 on 1500 turns!

The model was tissue covered and air
1. Warren Shipp; AVRO 612 Gyro (285.2) 27.0+31.0 brushed, weighing about five grams. It as-
2. Bill Hannan; Autagyrs (322.0) 22.04+22.8 tonished everyone who saw it fly.
3. Dave Kiefer; Sopwith Tripe (306.0) 22.0+27.0
4. Jack McGilvray; Yugoslav Twin (222.4) 72.0+79.0

; . GRAND PEANUT: Warren Shipp’s AVRO Gyra.
. S. Millard Wells; Curtis Tripe (192.0) %36.6+39.2 .

& Alfred Genther; A-26 Twin (258.0) 3.042.5 NOTE FROM JOHN MARTIN: JI hope that all these re-

7. Bill Hunter; Fokker Tripe (224.0) 17.14+17.5
_

sults didn’t bore you, but they don’t bore me. You
&. Tony Sutter; Annular (205.0) 17.84+25.0

|

never see this type of contest reporting or all the
contestants listed in the "“big" important maga-

Lacey/Fike zines. You never know what model was flown, or see

a breakdown of score, time, etc. The results from
Since we created a separate class for these a big scale meet with many contestants are usually

models we didn’t see as many--last year these ships very brief; if you don*t like this kind of report—
. won 9 af ist places in Modern. Note the times. ing, we can save a lot of space!

,

1. Ken Groves: Fike (261.0) 118.0+123.9 VARIABLE PITCH PROPS FOR INDOOR MODELS
2. Jim Miller; Lacey (236.0) 109.04+131.0
3. Butch Hadland; Lacey (274.5) 59.0457.0 This material has been reprinted from Free Flight
4. Don Lockwood; Fike (176.0) 80.54+77.5 News; it is the long-awaited report by Bernard Hunt
5. Don Lockwood; Fike (124.0) 63.14+74.5 and Dave Pymm on their 1980 WCh props. ‘

VIINART Scale Day Our interest in variable pitch propellers started
eeeeeamneneenmennnanmnl with the news that the 1980 FiD World Championships

These flights were made while the last half of would be held in West Baden, USA, with its relatively
the Grand Prix was winding down, and lots of black low (94") roof (we had qualified for the British Team
coffee was being downed. the previous summer). From the times which had been

achieved at West Baden, we had doubts as to whether
AMA Scale Class our normal Cardington models would be competitive, soa

ret
we studied alternative propeller designs, both by

1. Jack McGilvray; SE-S 84.0 static +90 = 174.0 computer simulation and practical experiment to try
2. Ken Grover; Jungmeister 86.2 st. + 74.9 = 161.1

|

to improve low ceiling performance.
3. John Martins Alco Sport 76.6 st. + 64.7 = 133.4

, ,

4. Ken Groves; Fike E 76.0 st. + 45.0 = 128.2 We considered the optians of (a) fixed pitch pro-
5. Tony Sutter: Dumont 14-bis 58.5 st.+ 60 = 118.5 pellers; (b) conventional flaring propellers (i.e.

& Bob Clemens AVRO 540 827.0 static + 34.3 = 118.3 propellers where distartion of the blade occurs under
7. dim Miller Lacey M-10 79.4 st. + 23.5 = 102.1 load): and {c) variable pitch propellers. For th

last option we looked at variable pitch operated by
co? Scale aerodynamic forces and by torque, but experiments

ee with EZB showed that torque operation offered more

Bob Clemens got his old French Airliner-—Farman precise S trol. The simulation indicated that for an

Jabiru-—-flying better that it ever did before, and FiD model under a 96° ceiling there was a 16% dura-
it was perfectly programmed for the Atrium--all the tion advantage over the best fixed pitch propeller
way to the top and a smooth aqlide down. Phil Cox’s and perhaps a 10% advantage over a flaring propeller
huge Wittman Buttercup looked like a 1/4 scale out-— (it was not possible to simulate flaring propellers
door R/C job beside the other entries, but it flew ,

with confidence as the forces and distortions are

beautifully to second place. complex). The advantage of the variable pitch pro-
,

peller increased as the ceiling height reduced.
1. Bob Clemens: Jabiru 90.8 static + 90 = 180.8

/

' 2. Phil Cox: Buttercup 87.0 static + 84 = 1446.0 The practical propeller design was arrived at

3. Bob Clemens; Porterfield90 st. + 37.7 = 127.7 after a lot of experimentation mainly with EZR’s

. 4. Mike @rak; Lacey M-10 79.8 st. + 29 = 108.8 where the expected big increase in time was realized;
‘

a best time of 14:19 (DF) under a 20° ceiling was

Special Events recorded where the previous hall record was 11:29.

Martin Varney of the Calumet Modelers offered The mechanism was based on one used by Jeff Annis
an event that should appeal to younger modelers if (see NFFS Symposium Report, 197%, np 9S et seq.) with
there are any (I"m kidding). The only documentation the addition of upper and lower stops to limit the
needed in Kit/Flan Scale is the printed plan fram_ pitch change and using a very much greater rate of
any publication or kit; nothing else. Simple, huh? pitch change with torque. We consider that both these
Few magazines in the 30*s, 407s or 5S0’s that didn’t| features are essential ta obtain any advantage except
have a rubber scale plan, plus the zillions of kits under very low ceilings.
produced over the years.

:

Two problems encountered are worthy of note.
1. John Martins Curtis Robin 1:23 First, friction in various parts, usually the main
2. Millard Wells; Voyager w:15 hinge/tube bearing or between the torque arm and the
3. Bill Criss; Cougar o:58 rear member of the stop caused the mechanism to stick

.

,

.

at too high pitch “usually at the top stop)--this was
.

Bill Milier introduced the Flying Aces event: _

overcome by careful attention to all fits. Second,
Low-Cal Scale. This is a profile model of 16” span if the rear bearing face of the torque arm is not
and remarkable flying qualities: a very simple, law - square with the shaft, then unstable oscillations of

pressure event. the propeller can build up particularly at low
: torque/pitch.

.

1. Lou Leifer; Fike. — 3255
2. Walt Van Gorder; Pilarus Porter 3:15 . We both used variable pitch propellers exclusive-
3. Charley Sotichs: Pilatus Porter 2:45 ly at the 1980 World Championships to place Sth (BIH:

. o..

and 6th (DP) and in the NIMAS record trials held im—

Special Awards mediately after the World Championships an official
,

, , time of 36:47 was achieved (87H) which turned out to
Hest Froxy fliers: Scott & Lindley for their - be the best time of the week.

autogyro R.O.G. technique. ° , so we cs

Although we believe variable pitch propellers
High Time: Millard Wells for his 2 1/2 minute

|

‘offer the potential for improved perfomance for all

fiights on his Wee Bee. a but the very highest ceiling sites, they are not
without disadvantages. Most signigicant (cont. p. 3)
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eNEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
JKNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETYsa##"' maryStructurefortheroof. This will change the-

- ceiling category of a number of U.S.sites.
.

This Issue 2. Adopt FAI ceiling categories for A.M.A. rec—

ords. This possibly has the effect of negating ali
.

The last. issue was NOT a complete report of of the previous records in all classes. I say pos-
Indoor Week except for Rubber Speed as I indicated sibly because there has been some controversy over

_in this space; the NIMAS Index winners got squeezed .
this concept, and this has already been considered

out along with other stuff I hoped would be there.
’

by the FFCB. The mattermay or may not be referred
So, this material is presented along with the Nats to the ‘Indoor Contest Board.”
results and whatever else I can squeeze in! There 3. Most people haveheard that the Easy B rules
will not be a photo issue this year, since no one have changed back toessentially the same as before
has sent pix for that purpose. However, you can - the highly unpopularrulewhich created microfilm
see really good photos and a complete reportbyBob covered Easy B models. I will reserve further com-

Clemens in the Oct. *82 MODEL AVIATION. ,

ment until I see what is in the new Rule Book.
4. Flight times°will bé recordedas the nearest

Blades For Sale whole number of seconds. (presumably not HLG??)
;

_es S. An unlimited number of models may be used in

.

For some time, Jim Jones has been seeking out each event. ye gigs ee mig ee ..
.

sources for GOOD single edge razor blades for model + G» An official flight now follows theFAI defi-
building. He now has a shipment of Gillette Blue nition for official flights, and similarly, the FAI

Blades, made on special order. He is selling them definition of end of flight applies.
i

at SO blades for #9, postpaid. In all likelihood, 7. a.m.e. steering rules are replaced by FA

when these are gone there will be no more. The| steering rules.
a

reason is that Gillette won?t accept another small FRANK ZAIC DOES IT AGAIN!
orders; next’ time, the minimum order will come to - -

:

”

$7,000! So, unless there is some way to raise that Ever since the 1930°s, Frank Zaic has been pub- :

much, there ain*t no ma! We all owe Jim a vote of lishing books on all aspects of free flight model- a
thanks for his support, and I suspect that he isn’t ing. It is probably difficultto estimateFrank’s~ -

making enough ta cover his trouble! beneficial influence on free flight design and his

:
encouragement of methodical experimentation and

Help West Baden
es flight testing to improve free flight modeling.

pote es cy thee kati tart LSE tReet entear toy 1S BaeLe eSee ee PERE cee. ERE a RE RMAT Re oe

"For many years now, Northwood Institute has Frank’s latest book is‘a complete collection of
been a good friend of indoor modeling. Yes, we pay model airplanearticles, hints and ALMA (the fore-
for the serviceswe receive there, and our presence runner of €.M.A.) news aS published in AMERICAN BOY

_
there gives their food service school clients to magazine between september, 1927 and August, 1934.

“practice on. ‘However, the total package comesfor. This. one source may“Well have been the most impor—
far less than they COULD have charged, and most of| tant source of modeling information and one of the
‘us would have gladly paid more to fly in that site. most influential factors in the high level of madel

;

, airplane activity during the time after Lindberg’s
vas All who have flown there also know of the ever— dberg’s famous flight. This book is a "must" for

present need for repairs and restoration for that
- anyone who has even a faint interest in the early

_

.,. building, and Northwood has an ongoing program of development of our sport. Order the book from Model
repair. It behooves us to help them, in a sense of Aero Publications,Box 135, Northridge CA 91328; —

enlightened self interest. I will donate at least the cost is #9.
$25 toward their current restoration project, and

/

/

urge each of you to do the same. Make the check out
>

:
:

" ; = at
Frank’s latest book is a complete collection of

to "West Baden. Springs Hotel Restoration", and send model airplane articles, hints and ALMA (the fore-
it to Northwood Institute, West Baden IN 47469.

runner of A.M.A.) news as published in AMERICAN BOY

Dick Black Series magazine between September, 1927 and August, 1954.
— nn This one source may well have been the most impor—

, ; tant source of modeling information and one of the
Several years ago, N.1I.M.A.S. hadagood friend 7 * ae .

named Dick Back who, even though ghysically handi=~ ORE, ArtN see vityauring the tise efter Cindberg’s
eappeds made contripubions to modelingfar heyons famous flight This book is a must for anyone who
those made by most of us. After his death, a sma .

i .
_

fund was raised in his honor which was used to help has even aooet interest in phe early deve opment
start a series of slide-tape shows on different a

i . eel be enePa.  « BOGet mere ‘

topics of idoor modeling. There were only two such Publications, P.O.Box 135, Northridge CA 91328; the

shows actually created; one on balsa wood selection cost is $9.
.

and one on building techniques. Only lack of time /
. ;

.

prevented more of the shows from being created; it 40MINUTECLUBUPDATE
takes a great amount of time to assemble slides and

.

generate the narrative. : No matter who compiles modeling statistics, or

;

how carefully it is done, something will surely be

Those same two shows are now in the keeping of left out! So, the following names need to be added
Roger Schroeder, 4111 W. 98 St., Overland Park KS to the list which appeared in INAV #5500000...
646207. He will loan these ta any club for $1.75

.

' postage and packing. A member of Roger’s club has
©

NAME SITE TIME MODEL.

transcribed the original reel-to-reel tapes onta
. = . .

cassette, so that either type of tape is available. John Triolo — Lakehurst~1975 40:06 = ="300
Roger recommends these shows as good, and helpful| Richard Doig Akron-1781 40:13  F1D

for new builders. 0 |
, whaurieBarr.Cardington-198141:11 FID

|

-

Surviving Indoor Rules NEES AWARDS

or events heard. here wen vvecap. eepe Sndoon The National Free Flight Society chase Jim
__

.

Rules which changed, effective Jan. 1, 1982: Fe nee perenne Ten10Modelscf the Years a

ig indoor ceiling height istopeeneisme The 1982 NFFS Free Flight~Hall of Fame awards ~

the FAI method, i.e., measure e heig of a mn. J
oe 4

4
va

diameter circle impressed on the bottomofthe pri-- went to the following modelers: Lawrence Conover.

.

i.



Joe Elgin, Gordon Light, Gerald Ritz, Leon Schulman RESULTS “FROM THE 1982 INDOOR NATS” ,

and Ray Arden (deceased). All except Ray Arden
have been or still are well-known fliers and com— INDOOR STICK

-

,

petitors; Ray invented the glow plug and designed JUNIOR as

the Atom and Arden engines, which ‘will be familiar
en Se

to many NIMAS members if they will admit to it! IDAVID G. BROWN
,

', STONE MT
,

GA
,

6. 28
For myself, the Atom was before my time, but I have . os oo om" sO a

owned and flown (in FF models) both .099 and J19
°°)

SENIOR
:

Ardens. Perhaps the lass of those Classic engines
helped convert me to Indoor? a MICHAEL CLEM » DALLAS ,TX

_

,

«15.167
PEANUT SPEED RESULTS (U. S. Indoor Champs) ZBRADLEY FULMER > MISHAWAKA

, IN 6.83
=SUSAN B. BROWN » STONE MTN

, GA 4.49
Soa that: those who weren*’t there can better

.

picture the events, the rules used at the U. §&. OPEN
Indoor Champs for the two Peanut Speed events were

as follows:
. _

1 DAN DOMINA s
EAST WINDSOR, NJ 30.95.

2 EARL N. HOFFMAN
s CARPINTERIA CA 25.32

NLIMITED RUBBER SPEED: SZDANIEL G. BELIEFF SILVER SPRIN, MD 24ee ee ~ * 8 ’ 24.43
4 PAUL F. TRYON » HAZELWOOD

, MO 22.43
1. Model'smust be rubber powered and propeller SD _ERBACH cen , MANITOBA

,
MB 19.19

.

. a
& ARD GANS

» DENTON , TX 16.43
2. Models must beleeaal unassisted ROG JWALTER ERBACH

» LINCOLN
,

NE 15. ag
launch from a 3-point sitting position.

- 3. Model to be timed for two complete laps a- .

round two pylons set 20 feet apart. JUNTOR FAISTICK
:

.

4. Flights will be disqualified if the model —_—_—

/

model touches the Pylon or the ground after
1 DAVID G. BROWN

, STONE MT , GA 14.514
crossing the starting line. 2 CARL ‘INSTRUM JACKSONVILLE, FL 4.5S. The timer will stand in line with the two . < , 14.59

pylons. Timing starts when the model cross— SENIOR
es the line determined by the two pylons and ——

ing twolaps crossed the line after complet— 1 MICHAEL CLEM
»

DALLAS
,

TX 33.37
* SUSAN B&B. WN

:

,

.

6. Timepieces must be able to time to 1/100 of
2 BRO * STONE MTN , GA 7.28

a second. :
:

7. The shortest time to complete two laps wiil QFEN
determine the winner

. -

1 DAN DOMINA
> EAST WINDSOR, Nd 57.13

8. ner will be no limit to the number of mod- 2EARL N. HOFFMAN
»

CARPINTERIA ,
CA 55.55

PEANUT SPEED: daunches. SDANIEL G. BELIEFF » SILVER SPRIN, MD 51.10

Fen eee 4PAUL F. TRYON'— ', HAZELWOOD ,
MO 45.53

oo SRICHARD GANSLEN « DENTON, TX 19.37
‘The Unlimited Rubber Speed rules apply except

: ,

for the following changes: POPER STICK
.

1. The models are limited to Peanut Scale mod—- JUNIOR
els. poe

2. The models’ scores will be determined as +DAVID G. BROWN » ‘STONE.MT ,
GA 6.59

follows: SCORE = 1000/time + scale points, 2MELANIE A. SANFORD » DALLAS ,
TX @.11°

/

where "time" is the time in seconds for the co
.

.

.

to fly two laps and "scale points" is the SENIOR
_ ee ,

score obtained using AMA alternate rule 59
, Oo

for judging Peanut Scale. 1 MICHAEL CLEM s DALLAS , TX 12.26
3. The highest score will determine the winner. 2BRYAN FULMER »

MISHAWAKA ,
IN - G14

RESULTS = BRADLEY FULMER _y
MISHAWAKA ,

IN &.42
—

,

4SUSAN 2B. BROWN ', STONE MTN ,
GA 4.39

PEANUT SPEED
.

Flier : Time 1000/Time Scale Pts. Total OPEN.
: . . .

-
.

gy J DANIEL G. BELIEFF ;
SILVER SPRIN, MD 18.19

Martin Varney 5.94 168.3 146.5 tea on 2 DAN DOMINA , EAST WINDSOR, NJ 17.39
Millard Wells 8.77 114-020 20 34-02

SC A. SOTICH ,
CHICAGO ,

IL 15.56
Terry Mrakava 19.80 50.50 19.5 79,50

4D ERBACH MANITOBA , MB 19.59:
9

UNLIMITED SPEED
SWALTER ERBACH y LINCOLN ,

NE 6.33:
.

;

.

INDOOR CABIN
IER Time (2 laps) terraFLIER

.

— JUNIOR

Martin Varney 3.49 as TX 1.92
Hardy Brodersen (unofficial?) &. 86 {MELANIE A. SANFORD »

DALL ,

Brian Varney ,
8.40

Chris Matsuno 9.91 SENIOR
Ron Banser |

5 ARS 1 BRADLEY FULMER »
MISHAWAKA ,

IN 3.29
.

VITINART Results 3BRYAN FULMER »
MISHAWAKA ,

IN 2.85

2EANUT SPEED
,

OPEN
FLIER Time (@ laps) °

bear et

1 DAN DOMINA »
EAST WINDSOR, NJ mares

Martin Varney 5.41 2 ROBERT J. DUNHAM »
TULSA ,

OK 14.4:
Chuck Markos 10.08 3R 3. DUNHAM II ,

TULSA ,
OK 12.07

.

4D ERBACH ,
MANITOBA ,

MB 12.9%

UNLIMITED SFEED a
a

INDOOR HLG
Brian Varney 8.67 JUNIOR

/

VLINART_INDOORRECORDTRIALS (index) LAARON MARKOS . . 2DEERFIELD »
IL 23°30

:

ZERIC M. VAUGHAN ,
EDMOND ,

OK “20
Name Event Time Index =DAVID G. BROWN »

STONE MT ,
GA 41.

Dave Lindley Fennyplane 14:36 1.24 SENIOR
oe

Paul Loucka AMA Stick 20252— 1.14
-

Faul Loucka FiD Stick 20:49) ALS 1 BRYAN FULMER
“

 MISHAWAKA , IN 88.28
Bobby Skr janc Paper Stick 17:57 1.09 2 MICHAEL CLEM » DALLAS ,

TX — BS. 68

Cezar Ranks Fid Stick 39227 1.04 = BRADLEY FULMER ; MISHAWAKA ,
IN 76.28

Stan Chilton Easy 20:40 ~
992 4DRAYCOTT HOOKE III

» MOUNTAINHOME, PA 72.28

Stan Chilton Paper Stick 26334 ~
969 S DAVID A. HOOKE© » MOUNTAINHOME, PA 63. 2#)

Jerry Skrjanc Fennyplane 14:12 «945 & THOMAS NORELL
»

ROCHESTER ,
MN 58.80

Dick Obarski Paper Stick 24:35 “ae 7IASON TRYON
,

HAZELWOOD ,
MO 56.48

Walt Van Gorder Easy B 16323 - 882 :
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QFEN SENIOR .

1€ Lb. VAUGHAN
s EDMOND ,

OK 92.28 1SUSAN B. BROWN
» STONE MTN

,
GA 76.99

2R J. DUNHAM II
»
TULSA , OK 99.68 :

S STANLEY L. STOY
>»

MARYLAND HEI, MO 99.99) OPEN
4 DAN DOMINA

.
EAST WINDSOR, NJ 89.28 ss

S MIKE STOY
« BREMERTON , WA 86.96 1 DAN DOMINA

| »
EAST WINDSOR, NJ 163.00

G&DANIEL G. BELIEFF » SILVER SPRIN, MD 54.48 23 CURTIS SANFORDJR » DALLAS
,

TX i129 °"
SBOB WILLEY . » LINCOLN ,

NE 126

PENNYPLANE. AWILLIAM BAKER »
NORMAN

,
OK 101.73

JUNIOR SPETER A. BROWN » STONE MTN ,
GA 91.96

~ PERRY £. FETERSON > LINCOLN ,
NE NO SHOW

IMELISSA L. GROEBE
» LISLE

, IL 8.98 -tL A. wood »
FLORISSANT ,

MO NO SHOW
2DAVID G. RROWN s STONE MT

, GA 4.26
.

-MELANIE' €@. SANFORD
= , DALLAS , TX NO SHOW STATEOFTHEART

.
SENIOR

.

: This month we offer a tribute to a flier and a
,

a

type of flying which isn’t emphasized much--World
_

°

7 JOHNS O*REILLY
» WICHITA

,
KS 98.32 Record attempts. Tom Vallee is one of the more

. = THOMAS NORELL
; ROCHESTER

, MN 72S persistent practitioners of this art, and furnished —

s = MICHAEL CLEM
» DALLAS

, TX &.57 the follawing information about the man who took_
BO 4 BRYAN FULMER

, MISHAWAKA
,
IN 6.45 his own record.

.

5 BRADLEY FULMER
» MISHAWAKA

,
IN 6.29

.oo. 64 SUSAN B. BROWN
, STONE MTN

, GA 528 The model plan is of the current Cat. I Worid
/

: Record holder: the model flown by Hideyo Enomoto of

a

DPEN Japan. The time is astounding for a Cat. I ceil-

oO
—— ing--25:24. The following comments were made by
iG 3. WISNIEWSEI

» GREENDALE , WI 11.03 Mr. Enomoto:

Z2EARL N. HOFFMAN
s CARFINTERTA

,
CA 9.41

: .Lo SC A. SOTICH
. CHICAGO

,
IL 9.1G The history of Japanese indoor planes is not sa

. 4LEWIS G. GROERE UR
» LISLE , IL 8.87: long. Qur leader, Mr. Nonaka, who was the pioneer

. 5S RORERT §F. OFFEGARD.
, CIRCLE PNS

, MN 7.24 of Japanese Indoor, started to fly indoor models

6S JAMES 8. OREILLY
| » WICHITA

, KS 7.17. with a few members in 1970. I made my first micro-

7WILLTAM BAKER
» NORMAN

,
OK 6.42 film F1D model in 1973 when I was 18. We had our

~—~RICHARD G@NSLEN
» DENTON

,
TX NO SHOW first FiD Category I official time trial meet in

—~A 9g. ITALIBNO
» BROOKFIELD

, WI NO SHOW May, 1976. 15:58, the record set by Mr. Nonaka,
-JCHN P. OLEARY

, BLOOMINGTON
,

MN NO SHOW was the best flight.

EASY B We have very few gqymnasiums or hangars avail—

_ JUNIOR
— able for Cat. III or IV, so I decided to challenge

.

aor the Cat. I record. We found a goad gymnasium which
: 1 CARL LINSTRUM

| ’ JACKSONVILLE, FL 6.2 has an almost flat ceiling of 7.95m height at

2? DAVID G. BRON
~ , STONE MT

,
GA 5.22 Yoyagi, Tokyo. Last year I happened to fly my

.
“ 3 MELANIE A. SANFORD

s DALLAS
, TX 1.12 model for 23:49 at another gymnasium and Mr. Nonaka

co

2 arranged the official time trial meet at Yoyagi
:

> SENTOR gymnasium on Feb. 3, 1981. Mr. Banba (national
—

os

. » .
. Champion in. 1977, 1979, 1980 and 1981) and J

|

4 BRYGN FULMER
5 MISHAWAKA

,
IN 9.28 {national champion in 1978) challenged the record

2 BRADLEY FULMER
s MISHAWAKA

,
IN 9.14 There was an opening about 10 cm wide between the

a MICHAEL CLEM
s DALLAS

,
TX 7.34 partition wall and the floor, so I pasted a long

. _4 THOMAS NORELL
» ROCHESTER

,
MN 3.34 strip of paper under the wall, and this was very

_5 SUSAN &. BROWN
s STONE MTN

,
GA 4,58 effective in. stopping the draft. I prepared two

: models and made & flights as follows: \

.

. GPEN Date: Feb. 3, 1981
, Place: ist mnasium of Seishonen Sago Sports

y EARL N. HOFFMAN
» CARPINTERIA

, CA 14.27 Center (25. 2m x 34.6m x 7.95m).
9

. 2G J. WISNIEWSKI
;

GREENDALE
, WI 12.38

3B ERBASACH
s
MANITOBA

,
ME 11.35 1. Model weight 1.019

4 WILLIAM REAKER
s

NORMAN
, OF 9.26 Rubber 42 cm loop, 1.329 (°7a

S RICHARD GANSLEN
s DENTON , TX 9.19 Pirelli).

“= JOHN Ff. OQLEARY ' ’, BLOOMINGTON
,

MN NO SHOW Number of turns 1600
~ ROBERT €&. OFFEGARD

s CIRCLE FNS
,

MN NO SHOW 30 seconds later, the wing was broken by
FEANUT SCALE steering.

JUNIOR 2. Model Weight 1.1464,
Rubber 42 cm loop, 1.50

1 MELANIE A. SANFORD
» DALLAS

,
TX 131.99 Number of turns 1400

= DAVID G. BROWN
~ » STONE MT

,
GA 114. a6 Record 23:00

-

% ARCHIE W. ADAMISIN
» TAYLOR , MI 196.08 3. Model and rubber Same as second flight.

4 CARL LINSTRUM
» JACKSONVILLE, FL 95.00 Number of turns 1500

Record 23259

SENIOR I steered the model one time.
4. Model weight 1.039

i BRADLEY FULMER
» MISHAWAKA ,

IN 143.90 Rubber Same as first flight.
2 BRYAN FULMER

»
MISHAWAKA

,
IN 142.99 Number of turns 1600

3 THOMAS NORELLI. » ROCHESTER ,
MN 137.68 Record 24:03

4-SUSAN B. BROWN
»
STONE MTN

,
GA &5.a@ Just after the start, the model stalled, so

,

/

.

I tried again.

OPEN
, ,

5S. Model and rubber Same as fourth flight.
———— Number of turns 1620

1 WILLIAM BAKER » NORMAN
,
OK 163.66 Record 25:24

2 KEITH FULMER , MISHAWAKA »
IN 152.96 I banked the model slightly to the left at

= BOB WILLEY -

, LINCOLN ,
NE 142.98 the start to prevent the stall. Tt took

43 CURTIS SANFORD JR- , DALLAS ,
TX 125.98 about 30 or 40 seconds to climb to the

S PERRY E. PETERSON » LINCOLN ,
NE 124.88 ceiling. The prop hit the ceiling vigor—-

& EDWARD A. BATES » LINCOLN , NE 1235.88 ously. 18 minutes later, the prop was

7PETER A. BROWN =

, STONE MTN , GA 72.80 Se ete otoeing slowly Fee eed the
fC

TeI& ad Ae

*
: model started sinking slowly.JULIO DEL CASTILLO s QUINCY , IL

a

NO SHOW
model with a 7.2m fishing rod 3 or 4 times

AMA SCALE during the flight.
JUNIOR

. .

1 MELANIE A. SANFORD ,
DALLAS

,
TX © 120.24

2DAVID G. BROWN
. »

STONE MT , GA 116.05
SCARL LINSTRUM s JACKSONVILLE, FL 113.29
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1982 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPYONSHIPS
SLANIC, ROMANIA

.

.

1. Aurel Morar ROM 33:04 20:57 24:17 00:14 36:36 18:32 70:00
2. David Pymm GB 31:49 09:06 01:55 08:06 35:39 34:10 69:49
3. Jim Richmond USA 32:34 27:39 29:55 36:37 22:08 00:00 68:11 _

4. Laurie Barr GB 33:27) 29:51 31:29 32:03 18:28 “00:33 65:30 oe
5. Aurel Popa ROM 29:45 26:44 32:47 15:32 09:53 32:17 65:04
6. Cezar Banks USA 29:54 28:45 01225 32:59 23:45 28:51 62:53 —
de Nicu Bezman ROM 24:54 18:14 27:04 31:07 24:49 31:39 62:46

.

&. Andras Rea HUN — 263200 34310 27:22 00:00 30:35 00:00 61:25
9. Dieter Siebenmann CH 14:34 22:01 28:01 12:13 23:42 33:28 . 61:19

10. Tsuyoshi Yamazaki JPN 29:15 29:40 06:33 31:38 19:45 15:45 61:18
) 11.  Sylwaster Kujawa P 29:21 26:53 29:40 23:24 10:39 30:50 60:30

12, Rene Butty CH 27:33 00:28 162744 28:53 “SLs17> 28:13 60:15
13. Bernard Hunt «GB $4309 28:15 30:16 26:38 28:15 29:57 60:13
14. Edward Ciapala P 27322 23:03 14:32 22:20 31:09 13:50 58:31
15. Yasutoshj Bamba JPN 22352 27347) 16:57 26:35 27:57 14:40 55:44
16. Kurt Vogler. FRG 20:55 21:32 15:27 00:08 28:44 26:23 55:07
17. Ratko Lovric — YU 24:03 25:36 24:70 20:40 29:10 24:19 54:46
18. Stanislaw Sierko P

—

25307) «22236 “28:10. 21:38 20:52 26:24 54:42
19. Pentti Nore

| FIN 6252440 14242 28328 «60:00 24:10 22:30 54:12
20. Leif Englund FIN 44:50 01:50 15:36 28:12 22:06 24:48 53:66
21. Jack McGillivray CDN 07:22 24:15 23:20 16:25 27:15 10:25 51:30
22. Oton Velunsek YU 13:57) 21:48 25:16 22:27) 25:55 23:21 51:11

|

23. Otto Rodanburg NL 13:49 16:42 24:10 23:14 26:55 23:12 51:05 :

24. Cornelis Wolthoorn NL 85336 13258 25329 00:22 23:57 21:36 51:05
25. Erv Rodemsky USA 34:10 02:55 16:06 12:18 09:40 07:47 50:16
26. Carl Schueler

_

CDN 44343 13230 19554 24:38 18:17 23:02 47:40
27. GiacomoDeAngelini I 17:48 27:06 18:33 13:48 20:20 13:55 47:26
28. AntalEgri HUN 21:05 19:30. 14:40 25:41 12:47 17:42 46346
29. Hideyo Enomoto JPN (18:31 25:37 21:04 18:16 17211 13:45 46741
30. Alfred Klinck

 _
FRG  —-«s«498:03) 22:47 22:58 23:29 00:00 00:00 46:27

31. Raymond Harlan USA) 24:44 «(00:15 21:29 04:00 00:00 15:13 46:13
32. Germano Masciulle oT 20:49 19:02 00:00 1t:27 13:06 24:55 45:44
33. Carlo Cotugno I 22:30 82:22 21:46 23:04 20:01 19:21 45334
34. Helmut Jakob= ss FRG 08:58 19:55 15:28 25:20 15:10 15324 45:15
35. Vilim Kmokh YU 20:58 00:42 22:43 00:26 14:02 18:37 4334)
36. Ronald Higgs CDN 00:00 09:10 12:08 00:00 19:03 24:26 43:29
37, Dezso Orsovai.

...
HUN _——s-19:00 17:59 00:00 21:01 17:34 00:00. 40:02

38.  Harro Erofejeff FIN| 18:17) 12:09 15:14 21:00 05:36 16:37 39117
39. Wilhelm Beekmayer NL 18:30 16:36 16:10 11:35 06:51 17:30 36:00

TEAM RESULTS
.

.

1 Romania 197:50 8 Germany ,

146:49
2 Great Britian 195:32

9

Finland 146:29
3 USA

. 177:17 10 Canada ~142:39
4 Poland 173:43 11

=

Italy
.

138:44
ve | .. §

|
Japan.

| 163:43 12 Netherlands - 138:10
|

6 Yugoslavia | 149:38 13 Switzerland(2) 121:34
7 Hungary 148:12 : AT eS, Fc ee cae ihea 4

COMMENTS ONTHE * 82 WCh size and readjust their now heavier airplanes. The
.

extra weight included that picked up when moisture
Although there was no one reporting for INAV, I penetrated the balsawood, Under those conditions

.

have been fortunateto receivewordfrom several ourmodelswerestalling and slowly climbing in the
|

who attended. Warren Williams has an unusual tale:
|

_,.fl@avy atmosphere. Slight drafts at the floor level
. and a jet stream of air going in opposite direc~

I never thought I would be 400 feet underground tionsalong the 150° catwalk area. This caused the
_

watching and taking part in the 1982 World Indoor
.

models to drift out of the center and to thesides
‘Championship in) a Romanian salt mine,but that’s of the walls. The salt walls stuck to our models

the way it was. The mine was unique; it reminded like flypaper to flies. This did great damage to
me of a cathedral with its stately carved walls and our models because balloons were used to pull them
dark interior. All that was needed was organ music ~ away. The lighting was poor: it was too dark to
and we're in the sanctuary of a great church. read a paper. This made ballooning almost imposs—

, ible--the fliers couldn’t see to catch the models
First, the temperature stays at a constant 53

_..
OF steer them outofdanger.

degrees 411 year around in the mine, thus causing
the model rubber to loseabout 20% of its efficien— All the team members’ models survived the long
cy. All of our team members had to go up in rubber trip except forErvRodemsky’s: His box broke open)



when it jammed at the top of the conveyer belt at wall.
_

Orsovai, (wha set the Cat Ii World Record
the Bucharest Airport. All of his models were very~ last year) had fio start landed! His ‘seven models —

seriously damaged and it took him twa days te sal- were nat enough for the six launches. Gne of our,
vage three models out of six. oo . problems was themicrofilm. Our dopeshave become.

mo,
. oo. sticky-in the last’fewyears.” NowIworkon new.

The first day was a practice session and every— mixtures, based on materials other than ‘depes. I!
thing went well, but time ran out with more testing shall’ build Yew test ‘surfaceswhen this problem is
needed. as solved. = *% |. Ly a cer Se

°

On the second day the competition started with sORXNATTONAL“INDOOR MODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY##x¥ .

the first round starting at 8:30 am. Erv was the SEE oboe OA ee os pe
first to fly. His model climbed like an elevator at Hones This Tssue ,

about a *O degree angle. As it reached the catwalk, . coe ee giaetSag hd De ay a EE
> it went into a cruise and finally landed) with high  .°

|, 48 you can tellby the masthead, whichhasbeen ©
+. time of the day--34:10. On all the rest of his ©. made up for sosie time, this issue was to have been

flights, the models flew excellently, but drifted mai ted in November. And. the road to Hell is paved
into the walls or were lost above the catwalk. / . ,

with good intentions! Meanwhile, I have presented
fe a :fe what.T have of the *82 Indoor WCh, along with what—

Our team was anxious to start now that Erv had” ever Size will fit. tf there isn’t another before

led the way with an excellent first flight. Soon, —A98S: Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
- Ray Harlan’s model was off, but it stalled during ves Ts

'

a

the power burst and falied to gain altitude. All of
| a

Oops:
7

his flights from that time’ on were hampered by this ‘

;
Ca ee pm a

.“over-elevated" problem, and so his best time was ° ot Issue #7 mentioned that Jim Jones had purchased
24:44, Meanwhile, Cezar Banks.managed flights of

_
fazor blades, but stated that they were single-edge

29:54 and. 32:59 for his best score,puttinghimin "blades. Not so! Jim’s hoard of blades consists of

‘sixth place ‘on individual tines. a os ne high-quality steel double edge blades—~the. kind
: = . . os

that "snap" when you break them. These ‘blades are

‘In the second day of competition, Jim Richmond ©. ideal for all the cutting and stripping that we do.
cameup‘with a terrifié flight of 36:37 to lead’ the The price is SO blades for $9, postpaid: Jim's ad-
pack. On the’ following day, Aural Morer of Romania dress: 36631 Ledgestone Dr., Mt. ClemensMI 48045.,
broke Jim’ k with’ a 36:56. ,

: : Dh ne, : sob,broke Ji’s mark with’ a 36:56.
a

ee Hey. book At Thist!
.

oo The strong British teamfought’tothe endwith “eee a ee _
’ the Romanian‘team, “but came up’ 2:28 ‘shert af win- 9. Dave Erbach requested that I mention this, hap~
- ming the team-trophy, and Dave Pymm came within 11 || 799 that some of you might be interested. Dave is

seconds of winning individual honors. pe .: .

the Event Director for an International Ornithopter
; ot 4 ., . Soa & of -

|
Postal Contest which requires that flightsbe made

_ The most. dramatic part of the whole meet was | between Dec. 1, 1982 and Dec. 1, 1983.
" Flights can

” JimRichmond’S last attemptofthe contest. After be made at any indoor contest’sanctioned by F.A.1.
, -epairing’ ‘damage. from prior lights, he had i i/2 or any affiliated national organization (such as

minutes to wind and fly. Team Manager Bud Romak #.M.A,) Those interested should contact Dave a
aas counting off seconds as Jim wound the rubber. —~ more information and a set of rules, his ‘address is

.

: aw woes Boe get wy ot > .
* 7 7

. ix -

Unfortunately, the’ rubber” broke four times before « 1738 St. Mary’s Road, #702, Winnipeg, Man. R2n 168.
he was able to hook up. © As he removed the model _ Canada. Entry is free, but there arecashprizes.©
from the stand, time ran out and the meet, was over. ok ae eek pe Go Ce

(4 When we gathered around the scoreboard, there . = * Sood_News/BadNews 2+

“was “no doubt who had taken all the marbles. ‘The -
; Th d is that Indoor Week i eet up for

Romanian’ team was ist with 197350, followed by the had goo news is fark, *ncoor week 25 Ser MP

British with 195332 and then U.S.A. with 177:f7,  ~‘ 1983; what we don’t know is what typeof event will
The individual high time belonged to Romanian Aurel] § be held the first of the week before the annual|
Morar (70:00), followed by Dave Pymm with 69:49 and _

NIMAS bash--whateverJohnMartindecidesto’ call’ it’
Jim Richmond with “68111. A Great time was had by : this time! Indoor Week will begin June i2, 1983
all, and they all were’ winners: , ose anes and last until June 19. Now for thé bad ‘news: the

, wo yo
ae

oo Me eo ?. 1983 event may well be the last Indoor Week at West
: peas :

a : og
- “4 >> Baden Since Northwood Institute recently decider!

.

That night, a banquent was held with heads of .

a * ,

se ga
te rer

state and FAI ’ officials of Romiania in attendance. ~ '? Close the campus and sell the facilities, So, at
Included was Romania’s oldest Pioneer Aviator, who 7

this cimer ne don’t know if our playhouse will ever

made his first flight in 1912.The banquet gave us be available again.
A co

the opportunity to meet and exchange good wishes .
oo, 4

with all the contéstants. (Sore Bad News
oo.

.
i, ee ° recently received a letter fram Ferdinando

* ‘Congratulations to Romania for a very well~~
|

he
- : : ee

gy moornanized and planned Indoor. World Championship!°~ Migani in Italy. His news is that Pirelli rubber

°

ee " a . strip will no longer produced. (So, unless you are
“

: a4 : ep Bye . -"atbit sneaky, your present hoard is ali” you are
”

Bud Romak filedareport as. Team Manager, and. . 7. ;

oe make
So pent et hing

the following comments were taken from that report: ~~ likely te have! So, now we'will again be Searening
for good rubber to fly our models. I have noticed

“hy ey .
-

. .

,..
that the term “good rubber" seems to mean differware MeyeeTAd .Shameonehipewae a, success. The “Enethings todifferent people,and very feypeoplein the whole world! 1 am sure the U. S. team would ever test rubber to determine its how “good” it is.

have had a real shot for first place if ‘we could
:

—

-
_

ve ha eer
4

,

_...
“Obviously, we need a non-destructive test for

pave had aprvor bime re fest my there. it takes rubber quality. Qver the yearswe have developed
thee 9 cape ane + " if a t te ting bef

-* “rule of thumb" turns tables and’ similar guides to

the start ae the W. & . “On thefirst da eneU.S. “rubber usage. We all have been searching for know-
} stark a We. if. . .S.

er eee :

8
.

was in second place~-thanks to a fine etart by Jim “ledge of how to apply our rubber more effectively:aan ee - - §

wo .

7 -

§
1 saitpi

Te; + i= we
Richmond and Cezar Banks. “Ray HarlanHadwing ‘ahd eee ee ea tite without Breokine te. to errs

CG problems and never did solve them. We knew the “”
“

Romanian team would be tough and England had gained I have good reason to say "test to the limit":

same Velgable experience by flyingin the a Last I once did a lot of rubber ‘testing, but I stopped :

mnst won ‘individ a)hagor eB results, avid Fy
.

wWherrI realized that I had no really effective way
BE TY AERO ORSe ce

' to measure what I. was looking for. I realized this

.

mo ps; : : 4 Saild he oe

.

hen I tested.a piece of rubber-..which was as goodIn retrospect, I would say it would be great w
: c

;
.

to try it again and again. You can’t imagine the as any I had previously tried, using conventional

‘neatness of the mine.- Words canhot+-~cannot——ever -
tests. When I pushed this particular sample beyond

come close to what it is really like, It’s& world -. normal limits, I found that it had more than 25%

OF Gt?s own. o oo Teh. we ~ higher energy storage capability than any I had

a
: oe, .. oe tt

. seen; it was accidental that I found out how gooe
.

: yo. dae oo
ene

yee pe? 13
.

- that rubber really was: Go, if there is anyone ou
*

h
:

anote” andras Ree of Hungary ‘sent this's ort _
there who is interested in designing a rubber test,

“

, oo. cons, . See ee now is the time!. Just remember--each sample must
bERL Ooms

bee cei
ee

ees
re be tested with na preconceived notion of what it

in eee aman draum today, tec een TSot _“ought" to be capable of, and you must discover.
our model s bein broken I vt h

3

ing on the . non-destructively, what the energy storage limit of

- va
1G Broken or fer’| nangt a that sample really is. oo



CONTEST CALENDAR  PIRELLT. PARAMETER TABLE

CONNECTICUT - Glastonbury a

The chart shown below summarizes turns vs. torque for
Indoor sessions will be held at the Glastonbury

= — various sizes of Pirelli rubber; it can be used as a guide on
CT High School Gym, Dec. 19, 1982 and Jan. 19, Feb. the flying field to help judge how hard to push a motor during
4, Mar. & and Apr. 17, 1983. TheFeb. 6 session is

=
winding. Note that temperature, rubber age and condition will

a beginner special Delta Dart event, while the Apr.
_

have some bearing on the maximum values, but this chart gives
17 session will be an AMA sanctioned contest. Con- you a starting point. Keep detailed records of each motor's
tact George Armstead, B89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury performance, so you will be able to learn from experience just .

CT 06037 for more info.
|

| —

how far an indivicual motor can be pushed.

FLORIDA — Miami
a meme) a

,

MIAMA’s winter season includes a series of con- SIZE EIGHT Pa S Te aietests at Miami Dade South High School on Jan. 16, ~ .

uo

Feb. 27, Mar. 27 andApr. 24, 1983, from 9 am to 5 ~~ 0 60e0 000134 i nh 3 ore7e4 jog .

pm. Contact John Martin, 3227 Darwin St. Miami “FO”

0 «040 0."00184 148.5 0,424."
~

S3i33 for details. Cali 858-6243 “on Friday before ~~~ = "re ° °. ° \meet for confirmatian O08ooo ea O08 128 oF
ne 0.060 0,00276 121.2 0,779 ..

riotena — west paden BT. OGD T1RLE OTE
Indoor Week June 12-19, 1982. “For détails” keep

vr ReESD 82 se
tuned int

. .
‘ 0.090 0,00414

.

99,0 1 eas? .

0.100 0,00460 93.9 1,677
MINNESOTA - Minneapolis. — — 0.110 0,00506 89.5 1.935

A new series of indoor contests will be held at 0.120 6,00552 85.7 2,205
bo O2Burnside High School Gym, Burnside MN, on Dec. 19,

= _—«-_-—sLa

LBO.__0.,0059882,4221436 |1003At
1982 and Jan. 16, Feb. 13, “Mar. 20,and “Apres i7,°° “~~~ 7 06140 0,00644 79.4 2,778
1983, from Noon to 3 pm. A variety of regular and a 0,150 0,00690 76,7 3.081
special events will be held. For more info contact

—~ 0.160 0,00736 74,2 3.394 —
The Minneapolis MAC, 17110 24th Ave. N., Plymouth Oo teo Oo oaee 7208 sorteMN 55447. . o o! 0950

, 0.190 0,00374 68.1 4,392 f
. MISSOURI - Kansas City Area — _ 04200.0,0092066.4 4.745| 200 O%

Roger Schroeder has set up more activity; there ~ 0,210 0,00966 64.8 5,104. ©

will, be Fun Flys at the Westport-Roanoke Community
~

- 0.220 0,0f1012 63.3 5,472
.

Center, 3601 Roanoke Rd., K.C., MO on Dec. 11,1982
~ 0.230 0,01058 .61.9 5.850

.

and Jan. 29, 1983. For more info contact Roger at” 0.240 0,01104 60.6 6,235
4111 W. 98th St., Shawnee Mission KS 64207. Ooeeo pooltoe 235 stone
New York City

|

|

0.270 0.01242 57.2 7,440 -

Ed Whitten will be CD°ing a Pennyplane and Man-— : 0.280 0,01238 55.1 7.357 ,

.

hattan contest at the Low Library Rotunda on campus 0.290 0,01334 55.1 8,282 {
at Columbia University on Dec. 12, 1982. For more , 0.300 0. O__. 54.2 714 4,09O#
info contact Ed at F O Box 176, Wall St. Station,

— ‘

oe a -

New York NY 10005.
Co

,

. . STOLEN FROM BILL MATHEWS? "FFFLIAR: —

OREBON =ATBaRyAres
oo oo

|

The Willamette Model Club is sponsoring indoor
. and the ~

on Jan. 9, Jan 30 and Feb. 20, 1983, from9:30 am to winner in hand
ne

,

3:30 pm at the South Albany High School Gym, 3705 ~

.

"
a

.

. Nips ta os ‘launch glider is . ." ASS? :

S. Columbus St., Albany OR. Contact Bob Stalick at ae yy |5066 NW Picadilly Circle, Albany OR 973210" °° MV :

TEXAS - Bedford
.

ce
Indoor Contest at Bedford Boy’s Ranch, Bedford,

Texas on Dec.11, 1982, 5 pm to 10730 pm with ALG,
~

a

Fennyplane/Easy Band Peanut Scale. © For infocali™
HyJess Shepherd, 2713 Summit View, Bedford TX 76021, :

ph. 817-282-3770,
. ’ PENNYPLANE MOTOR CHART

— - ——
ow PF —

The chart betew, worked up by Dennis Jaecks, is.a valuable pe peneers " ———

guide to selection of Pirelli motors for Pennyplane models.
.

Within each horizontal vine of data, three Figures are .

presented, The top, hand-written figure, represents the eee

weight,of motor in pennyweights (decimal fraction of apenny''s HINTSOND_KINES
weight), the second figure represents cross-section area, an

the third figure is turns that particular rotor can safely Baby R.0.G. Wheels

handle. The left-hand ordinate of the chart is strip width, —

. . ch bel
and the top* ordinate. is loop length. Note that various = =, lightweight ARGwheelies uction shown below

batches will have different thickness, so the chart is a guide eels.

rather than an absolute.

ROG. WHEELS
Se OOWELL, Of 2. 70 SWIT:

|

| SPIRAL WRAP fz"BALSFA |

2 : FORG- TURNS —

. 6 CHOE oe TAPE ENOS- BAKE
SINGLE

/

OC MR DRY. COT
Sone - APAET C/ITH A SINGLE CUT USEINGsake A SINGLE €0GE GLAOE AS

i PIUB NIADE FROM TURING & CLEAVER.
| | Feom “Hor STUFF”
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N V itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545-Richardson, TNEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
7 4UORENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* © 00 UU, BO a. ees

/

‘

/

: the banquet after the United States Indoor Champ-
.

,

_

When Do I Renew? ionships will be Bob Champine, who is well known to

/

many INAV members. Bob was an engineering test
Once upon a time, INAV was published regularly pilot for NACA and NASA for many years, and has been

enough that it was easy to tell if you had missed _& member of NIMAS “almost “Since its” inception.
‘

an issue. In the past few years, this has not been Second, Contest Board Coordinator Don Lindley’will
the case. In order to bring coherence to my book— hold an open forum = on “indoor rules at 8 pm on

keeping, I used sequential dates on the issues, so Monday, June 13, 1983. Don places no restrictions

you might receive the "Aug. *79" issue sometime in on what kind ‘of rules discussion the group) can

. 1981. This confused everyone, understandably. -

‘

cover, but he expects that complaints will be
,

:

accompanied by constructive suggestions for cor-

Thanks to’ the nagging of a lot of people, = and rectionofthe item under discussion.
to the genius of Ed Whitten, the problem was sol-

Soe , mE

es
ved. Now,*e@ach issue has a consecutive number, and John Martin has announced the 1983 GNATS, an

_- the current date appears on each issue of INAV. So, event for Pistachio Scale (8° "span. or 6" overall
"af

you want to know when to renew, check the mailing length) models. This event will be part of the
label on your issue each month. For example, this Fourth World Feanut GrandPrix, which will run for
is Issue #9 (see masthead above), and if your

§ Ilabel 24 hours beginning 7 pm, June 17, 198%. More info
has a "9" in the upper right-hand corner, you are on ENART appears on page 4; copied from John

due this manth' It is helpful toa me if you can Martin’s exciting newsletter "The Hangar Filot".
,

check your label each month, and renew when appro—
/

,

/

,

priate. NIMAS membership is $5 for i2 issues
/ ‘The schedule for flying at the United States

©

(U. S., Canada afd Mexico). Subscribers from other
_
Indoor Championships (sponsored jointly by NFFS and

countries must add $1 postage surcharge for Seamail “NIMAS) is as follows:

delivery, or $2 for Air Mail delivery. oe
:

-
.

: Sun. June 13 until noon —- practice flying.
This Issue v 12 neon to 6 pm —- Easy B & Paper Stick

cas Mon. June 14 - @ am to 12 am--HLG™
I have resolved to make no more excuses-~—this a 12 am to @ pm--Indoor Stick & F1Ds

issue is about three months later than I had hoped, 8 pm to ?? Indoor rules discussion

and is being rushed into print to distribute the
_ Tues. June 15 - 7 am to 10:30 am--Manhattan &

- “entry forms for ENART beforeit is tooTateto“dis- pees —

Bostonian Cabin

tribute them. I’ do feel that I have the obstruc- / 10:30 to 3 pm-—Pennyplane& Novice PP

tions almost cleared away so that more timely news— 3 pm to 7 pm--FiD andIndoor Cabin

letter circulation is possible. JI am working toward 7:30 pm to ?? Banquet
that end, and I have great amounts of excellent Wed. June 15 - 8 am to 1 pm--Allscaleevents
material just waiting for me to send it out. 1 pm--ENART begins

— ,

Is Anyone Out There? *"At large" FAI Regionals; 6 2-hour rounds; 4 on
" , 6/14, 2 an 6/15.

At one time, there never was a problem with —_ a
having news from the various areas of activity, plus

,

40 Minute Club Update
news about contest schedules and FAI Team Selection

oe we

.

Trials. During this entire Team Selection Program, The 1isting below representsthelatest version
I have received results only from one Lacal Trials. of the40Minute Club. Thesefiights™all represent
Also, AMA H@ sent me a summary of the current points the single best effort of the individual, with all

standings of the various program entrants. I flights taking place as part of an officially
realize that the unreasonably erratic publication of sanctioned contest.

|

,

INAV has been a turn-off for those who might have Class*
sent this material; in times past, the accumulation Name Country Time 1 2

3

Year Site
of such timely material has spurred me to get out an

—————— Oe —=— rr r——_—r
issue, and this prod has not been available. I just "Richmond, Jim USA ss52:14 X “1979 Akron

Seaid Sootimen paste? have worked this time, but
Kowalski, Dick USA 50:41 xX 1976 Akron

Barr, Laurie England 47:28 X°s«1982 Cardington
International Ornithopter FPostal Contest Richmond, Jim USA 47223 x 1980 Akron

Dave Erbach is sponsoring an international orni- Harlan, Ray USA 47:13 x 1980 Akron

thopter postal meet to "promote the development of Rodemsky, Erv USA 45:50 X 1974 Santa Ana
flapping wing model aircraft and to encourage theexchange of ideas about such models at the inter- Rieke, KH. W. Germany 45:40 X 1962 Cardington
national level." Redlin, Carl USA 45:17 xX 1962 Cardington

@ full set of rules can be obtained from Dave, Andrews, Pete USA 44259 x 1979 Akron

who lives at 1738 St. Mary’s Road, #702, Winnipeg, Randolph, Bob USA 44:50 xX 1972 Santa Ana

Manitoba R2N 168, Canada, but here is a summary: Mather, Clarence USA 44:44 X 1974 Santa Ana
Flights must be made and launched within 2 meters of o .

.

the floor. Model size must not exceed 1000 square
Hacklinger, Max W. Germany 44:20 X 1961 Cardington

centimeters of supporting surface, and be powered by Kopecky, Ernie USA 43:42 X 1963 Santa Ana

strands of extensible rubber only. Flights must be Banks, Cezar USA 43235 x 1981 Santa Ana
made between Dec. i, 1982 and Dec. 1, 1982 at an

event sanctioned by the Federation Aeronautique Cummings, Frank USA 43:28 X 1963 Santa Ana
‘ Internationale, or by any of its associated Atwood, Bill

= USA 43:17 xX ‘1963 Santa Ana

affiliates. Plotzke, Ron USA 42:53 X 1969 Lakehurst

Update on West Baden Domina, Dan USA 42:25 x 1979 Akron

Calliau, Larry USA 42:02 x 1982 Santa Ana
The following information is the latest avail- ‘p> -

.

able on Indoor Week. First, the quest speaker for
Romak, Bud USA 42:01 x 1965 AMetfett -

. y



_ .
Oo. agi indoor RC isexpected—-rubberandperhaps CO? pow-

Romak, Bud USA
—

41:59
. | X (198). Akron ered. Inadditiontherewill be lots .

of time for.
Richmond, Jim USA 1:45 °K1969 Lakehurst Peanuts,HandLaunched Gliders and Microfilm,models.
Gibbs, Bob USA 41:35. =| XY 1981 Santa Ana“ «Except. #00som: tiproaitu tmae us’ off’the Shots”

wa : otal
. ov EXCE os > §

> 2B ua on the spo

Finch, Tom USA 41:27 Xk “ns 1963 Santa_Ana contests that may develop, the activity: forthe’last “os

Champine, Bob USA 41:23 °X . -1963° Santa “Ana five’ “days will bé’informal, with no fées involved.
Rodemsky, Erv USA 41:23 °° «xX «1979 Akron It willbe@ostly fly.for fun. .

This Will be the

/
.

we gr@atest opportunity yet.for Indoor fliers. to, simply |

Stoll, Ed USA 44:21) X 1963. Santa Ana fly anything and everything.
:

Mather, Clarence USA 40:54 xX 1974 Santa Ana
cee we

Cobby ehh cg ete wt nt
— lap ye eee pe the Safe Lends itSeif “wefl to lots of lying.”

rn Draper, Ron England
=

40:44 Roby ¢ 2962. Cardington’’ ciw It?s ‘big=+200" #t. % 280 #t. floor area-—and has on
Pymm, Dave England 40:40 x - 1980 Cardington arched ceiling which provides a useful flying area

Bilgri, Joe USA 40:37 X 1965 Santa Ana of _nhout £0. feet high in the center and about 40
.

: seep coat re Pier) sd eet on e sides. ee page Q the June °83
Nonaka, S. Japan — 40:36 - Xoo, 1978 | Cardington issue of Model Aviation for a cross-section drawing.
Doig, Richard USA 40:13 Xi: ee 1981 Akron’

en

Triolo, John. «USA 60:06" x71074 “Lakehurst vies Qutdoor ‘modelers“please note: The Base Hangar
:

ba tie! La Veet it ba “wl 7s very clase to the CL and RC areas at the Nats.

*
_ a

tas Lt tbat -e> 6 For the first time-in‘many years seeing Indoor will

Class , _ eat ten 8 ean Dee: bat a ‘be very easy~vjust short wat ean it will be

: _

partes Saeherat saat appening a week long. ere may never be a3 FAL 65cm ~ no weight requirement weak :
better chance to se@ and enjoy this form of

'

EAL INDOOR REPORT modded inte 2 00 tS . .

Team Selection Results Summary “~~ ttt
Be

The data presented below representsthestanding Dan Domina reports the following sessions are

of the Team Selection entrants as of the end of last 0 seh vup for Lakehurst #1: dune 12, duly 2-3 (FAI

year, and was furnished by AMA Hq. ~.,,,Regionals),July(17,Aug 14,andOct. 2, 1983. = Con-

re tact, Dan,at,6,Meadow Lane, East Windsor Nd 08520 for

NAME BEST
=

BEST 1982 _.detailsand confirmation, 7

oo

. LOCAL REGIONAL TOTAL ci
.

Pete Andrews 8.95 96.44 105.39 ooo STATEOFTHEART ©0
Cezar Hanks 10.00, (95.19

|
105.19 a ne

Dan Belieff 10.00,....,.. 76.27 84. 27
owe" David Aronstein won a recent contest at Columbia

Bill Bigge “ese isa University “using” the''médel shotinon ‘the plan page.
. Larry Cailliau 8.52 100.00 108.52 "This Bostonian has. conventional construction except

Sal Cannizzo 10.900  —...
10.00 that the fuselage does not come together at the

Jack Carter .
SO. 34 50. 24 rear, but is open to allow for rubber access. This

Rick Doig 10.00 91.91 101.91 allows ao five gram model to be ballasted to the

.

Dan Domina 10,00 100.00 110.00 required seven grams to counterbalance the long
Mark Drela 10.00 93.75 102.75 motor.-The wing is a typical sparless indoor wing,
Ron Ganser 9.19 81.57 0.76 covered on the bottom to form a "sortof" Ritz “air—
Bob Gibbs 9.99 100.00 109.99 foil. Wheels are meat tray foam with hubs made from
Lew Gitlow 8.16 64.54 72.79 Hot Stuff tubing. Stab incidence is adjustable, and

Dave Hagen 106,00 95.47 105.47 the motor was a 30" laop of 3/32" pirelli. The

Ray Harlan 10,00 . 87.89 97.89 flight pattern is right-right, against torque, which

Earl Hoffman 9.17 17.99 29.16 helps get a lot of altitudefromthepowerburst.
Bill Hulbert 10.00 96.31 106.31

8
ee

Larry Loucka 8.92 40.88 49.80 NEFS FREE FLIGHT HALLOFFAME
= = ~ 7

Clarence Mather 19.00 83.35 93.35
a, 7 7

Larry Mzik 7.40 54.41 43.81 The following listed persons have been named to

Ron Obarski 10,00 98.42 108.42 the Free Flight Hall of Fame: .

Manny Radoff 85.19 85.19 ‘

Bob Randolph 10.00 100.00 110.00 REGINALD DENNY (DECEASED)
Jim Richmond 10,00. 100,00. 110.00 A modeler whose designs have been widely” =

D. Rigotti 8.53 51.56 60.09 _/accepted both in’the 1930's and 1980's.
Al Rohrbaugh 7.08 80.48 87.50 ' Who can forget his Dennymite engine?
Bud Romak 10.00 99.74 109.74

/

:

Cc. Vv. Russo 5.70 797.38 85.08
_.

JOHN GARD oe
ecg

te
ee

wage

.

Bill Shailor 9.06 9.06 A scientific designerofWakefield and =

9
: D. Stevens 7.12 75.54 82.464 Nordic models. He has carriedthetheory of

Ed Stoll 9.635 89.92 99.55 Aeronautics into practical application through
A. Tagliafica 8.52 846.05 94,57 his designs.

,
/ J. Thurmond 8.70 82.98 91.68

. > Paul Tryon 9.78 70.18 99.96 DON McGOVERN

~
Bill Tyler 8.96 8.96 Was editor of Flying Models magazine for

“Tam Vallee 7.94 9.94 many years, A designer of truly unique models
Walt Van Gorder 10.00 90.74 100.76 and designer/ draftsman of more model plans than
Warren Williams 6.07 © &.07 almost anyone else.

1983 INDOOR NATS JOHN POND
See . Is the grandfather of the "Old Timers" activity

A Big Week Planned throughout the world. He has been a pusher of
Free Flight since the 1930's,

The following information came in just as this
issue was being put to bed, and it looks as if those GEORGE REICH

who can*t make it to West Baden might have an Is a dedicated modeler whose desire to achieve
opportunity for a Big Week also! championship status was realized fully in 1961,co

_

when he won the Wakefield Cup for the U.S.A..
: . In addition to three days of official He has developed many rubber powered designs that

_

competition, (July 23-27) there will be five more have been widely mimicked by other modelers.
days of unofficial indoor events. The huge Base

,
- Hangar at Westover Air Force Base will be available LAWRENCE SMITHLINE po ‘

_

a1] of Nats week for all kinds of Indoor flying. Is a name remembered by the oldster of today.
: : While the daily and hourly schedules have not potty 8 auticles aN modet Sot Aleoiann appeared |

been determined, the plan is to provide opportuni- Air Trails of eet ces, Mo M oe tod News » jan
a

_ ties for anyone with any kind of indoor model to fly cut thei d yi eryear. any °F to ays moce ers

as much as possible, from morning till night. Even eir modeiing teeth on Larry § designs.
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- 5nd DAVY WIEN a2, SAU |NORTHWOOD INSTITUTE ,WEST BADEN INDIANA 812-936-9971
;

—ae FgBW 2sAg -atynIS SIL‘By now the entire indoor fraternity has been well informed of this anmal ns 2 & 4 VW! Ay Pasa 3 notgathering of the National Indoor Model Airplane Society sponsoredby , 8 eg 3 2 .
-Miami Indoor Aircraft Model Association. I°11 spare you all the verbage & & 3 2 q Bo 8 3about the first Seven meets except to say I'm giad Iwas there. The i ah fe oa £432 3. 3 3

3fun, the fellowship, the flying, and the memories are the finest. .

t v 2B qg¢, 83 a ® : Aes 3 i % é 7THE NIMASRECORD TRIALS: Every type of indoormodel isflownand ® 36 eof 3 “g BeaS g é 3 “recognised. This is 18classes (12 AMAand ~provisionalor unoff- vy, So Sun fe 9 gads oS *3icial)., This is anAMAcatagoryWiTsiteandaFAI catagory III site. $m a5 cdf 8% |

$ e223 agg aa eoMIAMA will have the necessary forms for AMA records.Flyers planning to 58s ay 228 Rt A g8 H Ba 6 Fy ago for FAIrecords should comepreparedwith theproper forms.. consult US 8° BS" a bo ad fas a9 & os # 8your AMA rule book, Beautiful pewter mugs (Trophies)wil1 be awarded e age dene a 8
mw s2, 28 § 2 Sofrom Ist to 10th overall based on Index of Performance. This index is Meg egs™ a3 es 9.98 ages 28 . »

oohow wel] the best flight your model makes compares with the national Uae 3 & af i) g g 24 6 8, 8 2 22 @ 2record. In addition to Index of Performance mugs there wil also be 2 mR of ede oe 8 £ aca a mB fo a 4 z ®trophies for Easy B, Manhattaan, Scale, and Peanut Scale?*There'areno ez ee eRsS qa as g7o4 a He S dg a 3limits on the number of classes you enter, andno limits on the nunber UPekse 33 Roak 2s SF
oe 6 Rl BT Bsa esof flights you make. AMA rules apply to all classes except these here. Ss 2antw 8 ¥ “4 $3 § Ea ge GQ n .8 BR, rrQ*overall leneths  Mmenaeralnent be built, to 13°span, ora veaieeees sa a8 3388 age ae 886 g “9" overall leneth.

. mania w ¥Eqm ViveACES PROEI VELOC AS 29.48 w "3 ogo CO duu og# soxgigysare «Pema eed Kev sce EASESE gayae Gand = Shee 4g saa nalNORTHWOOD INSTITUTE: The Atrium is a domed room 98*high and over 200! Sei exBGAs o ae oa eass (gts e3 ak 2% rmin diameter. The rooms surroundthe Atrium, and mealsareserved in the gV sn eade SPERR fqe 22 28 P See v7 Fsajoining dining room.These are dormatory rooms in an old college and not > | we8 eas. 8 Oat “388 (os gg ade? Sded. plush or air-conditioned. There is plenty of activity for the entire s3 eSeks ee 8g 0 ee 6°a¢ + 8,28 "2 gae mB.family at nearbyFrench Lick. eeerneeeennntetiinne Seber e728 Pagea as 3 08 ga3° SR 28 deo t! MILWAUKEE oan, RM poem «Gurion Sea eyat Sees, CREE C FGas go ale | BBYeo ,

. © © ° ©
~

.
2DESMOINES CHICAGO Sourn f |, vita se boy Wee ses w BE8e oF OR oP 4BEND . OLEDO vo3ds 6 » 2 ’ aos £3? a £

/

CLEVELAND uve 828 33 F8oeg “ea y goo a2 Eo #2 aDAVENPORT “ t ef3g © gs ogna Seon? BOP a4
€) 3) Ww Sa" sSE2 SSpew oF Vig 1 arasSn 2° ggad7 W TTS, ao gaghlag gE ere g8qo geges a 8 ou B25 Oo.

oTERREWAUTE
NG | COLUMBE: & niga SE ERESR e pte pec etigasts aaa 3SPRINGFIELD SN INOIANAPOLIS UW B2Sanad Berg ct sies w PER ea BUg83 yok

>
, we cn $37 2 RCINCINNATI eee 3848 Faoant gl)28 en eds2e ys 28"3we Spaots|\ S85 HUNTINGYON~ 2 exe aly Bes Ee Haas ty 8 B BEsper sassy oahuKANSAS CITY ©

50 FRENCHLICK z LOUISVILLE S SPS8 27 Sdn, 8 se ae aes 8 BEolasenees eg gae g.

STLOUNS ' LEXINGTON ETM SSECETELE EEE didew tdete &
ELLEPD skiss ss oF FG. Sab e E BPeseeeFA Sscl geesEVANSVILLE és C deenedune Sak assas & RBAS ORG 5 a¥ REEZESETS TEES Bl ads had ceo Bl Asa.

. KNOXVILLE mae + “A Ss , sNASHVILLE oe

,

.Tree CHATTANOOGA ae an

—~MEMPHISE

|ME ATH By Wed. TunE 15 we START THE 3 DAYS OF THE
oi ,

|

——3 26TH MIMAS AVAUALI
ENTS emis
Well, it's back to West Baden indoor folks, but this may beour lasto le it

w a\, at the end of indoor week is the peanut time, we aresorry to say. I suppose that,college” Thefuture iecloudy!LY,~ cireus..+. an all night event from 7 PH Northwood Institute is in its last year as &@ oe. orportunty 0aX yp: » Fri. June 17, to 7 PM Sat. Night.Planes aust If you have never attended,this may DOR Wee th ate cue thatekg < be turned in Thursday by 10 AM. We have new, and we experience the unique atmosphere that is is oe the foremat” teaeiTkncin,Lt FX. think, fairer classes this year. Clase I, Monoplanes, nothing more need be said about this ont oe ae besides watch.weep> Claes {I,Hiplanes, Glass III Ultralight airoraft, There is plenty to do for the entireven)goods ‘The foot is fine, the rooms
:

Class IV Unorthodox aircraft i.e. Triplanes, Quads, ing toy airplanes, and the rates are very et °

and other comforts, eo bring—_ seaplanes, flying bo ats, autogiros, helicopt: oe are only college dorms without air conditioning °Cc V Muitiengined aircraft. We also have a separate class for Mkes & what you may need.Taceys. Our feccie $500 per class, and proxy entries are limited to tw © patch up your old models, and build a new one or two, and be prepared
entries. To do justice to your airplane we have discovered that two € to doa lot of flying, and socialising. xy meet vith a quality fiedplanes is about all your proxy flier can handle. Particularly since a The US Indoor Champs is a four tmoer ath wounies tas@ on howit might arrive damaged, untrimmed, and breaks the first three motors,

g of competitors, the ENART is a rrcthe National Record (Index of perfor-= paresWe urge that you get your models insured, because sorry to say some have 5
Well yonend the ForthWorld Peanut Gran Prix is the world’s only 24 hournotgotton hone. (I lost 4+ models once in a Model Builder proxy, tut —'B del weet,

_got $80 out of the desl) GREAT AWARDS! | ee ENTER [389 JUNE |!R.O.G. gets you 10 bonus seconds in rikgnt 80beet fre sade * ‘Build
. PDAnNCeto 13” span or 9% overall length. Re-entries arepe » @8areasmary entries in each clase aa you mnt (Only your beat effort counte); |MME AMAMusto Age Gite

| IWpeeR Weem- Farrar
|

| tate Sp eeeWee COUNTRY ___AMA NOD. &CLASS© rennerA Pearman)
x= °°°°°° 7 ”

"
"= (We) will stay nights (At $10.00 per person per night)

ENTER
a

Se ge

a

*
.

IF YOU ARE A PROXYENTRY; SENDTHIS70 MIKEAuk T500 “SW ET CE Bud Tenny is BNART CD.The MIAMA indoor Club is Sponsor.
sonst .

Miami Fla. 33156 USA
Entry Fees: 0 lus $3.00 for each additional event.pen class $10.00 p.IFYOU ARE COMINGSENDTHIS TO DR JOHN MARTIN, 218 Tigertail Ave mery

.
} Miami, Fla. 33133.

| KN Junior/Senior $$5.00 plus $2.00 for each additional event.
=...Mike Arak will eend additional information as to packing, and instructing d lodging to: Dr. John Martin 2180 Mgertail aveyour proxy pilot. BNTRY GLOS8S JUM1 FEES: sewD To Mant)

Seen reeey ane one Ot ar Florida, 33133 USAFoon listed above, $5.00 per class, $1.00 for eachadditional plane per ES MUST HE IN BY JUNS 1, 1983, or a late fee of $5.00 will be added.class, Proxy entries should enctose returnpostage, and insure entry, 4 7 are available on nite. Banquet is $10.00We assure you that your plane will be flow by a competent pilot, and, ifyou follow Mike's instructions you will probably get your littean ° If you just enter glider, or only scale, the entry fee is $5.00ean im one Piece, andmaybea uinner! Fameandfortunemaybe yours! IWDoere Weert PARTIe, ofML would like to thankall those .MAKE HS ae Sueeess! enthusiasts out there that
.
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itor: Bud T Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
**EXNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY£s2% a - on

ee

iS. Tom Norel1x 20:47 20:45 41:33
‘

This Issue 16. Jack McGillivray 14F47° "Sé3i8 aT: 05
,

—— 17. Jeff Annis 16:51 21:36 38:27
This issue contains all the flight results from 18. Dick Ganslen 19:59 12:55 33:54

Indoor Week at West Raden, except for the Kit-Plan Scale
|

19. Roy Kerr 22:37 7:12 29:49
and Lo-Cal events. If Jim Miller and Martin Varney will *Senior Class

|

. ee
, send those, 1711 be glad to run them. ‘

/

: The cover page on domestic issues is an announce— Jr./Sr. Indoor Stick
to

ment of a special scale book by Bill Hannan. There is a 1. Tom Norell P1513
special pre-production price offer included, and Bill has 2. Mike Clem. Pisiz
extended this deadline by 10 days for NIMAS members. It 3. Paul Loucka 70219
leoks like it will be a good reference volumne!

7 QpenIndoorStick .

New Materials and Products
.

i. Rick Doig
;

32:41
. NR 2. Stan Chilton 24:49

. Ray Harlan has a large quantity of very light plas-— 3. Dick Obarski 32541 ‘

tic, half as thick as the lightest polycarbonate film 4. Dan Belief f
.

28:20
(MicroLite) The weight saving is about 25% over Micro- S- Bill Hulbert 25:47
lite. It is polyester (Mylar), and can be trimmed easily 6. Gilbert Graunke 25:45
with a hot soldering iron. Also, many microfilm covering 7. Dave Erbach 25215
techniques can be used with it. Ray sells a 10” long x

8. Jeff Annis 23:52
12.5" strip for .#8; his address is 15 Happy Hollow, 9. Larry Loucka 22:29
Wayland MA 01778. 10. Ed Stoll

_
BEO4

.
T have a brochure’ about boron filament which lists 11. Dick Gansien _

20:55
these attributes: strength to weight ratio-6.5 times as

.

?*- dim Richmond 20:27
great as aluminum; stiffness to weight ratio 6 times that

—

.

of tool steel. Also, this comparison was made: ".004"
 Jf-/Sr.PaperStick

boron is comparable to .020" music wire." Note: Boron i. Paul Loucka 19:04
is toxic and the pieces are sharp, so should exercise 2. Mike Van Gorder .

7342

special care in handling it. Model Research Laboratories “+ Robert Skrjanc ‘ - 12338
- (Curt Stevens), 244692 Nympha,MiSsidn Viejo CA°92691, ph.“ 4. Aaron Markos 12:00

714-586-5779. 1/4 of. (10007) of filament is sold on a
S- Tom Norell 11:12

5.5" diameter spool for $25 postpaid. 6. Dave Brown 6:11
Bab Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda CA 92354,

is selling a digital watch he says is perfect for Open Paper Stick
modelers. It is a combination chronograph, calculator 1. Jim Richmand 26:57
and alarm. The total range of features is impressive, so 2. Stan Chilton 24:26
it should be a bargain for the #15 postpaid that Bob is 3. Dick Obarski

.

“

>alan
asking. 4. Dan Belieff

:

| OP. Ds
/

.

oS. Richard Doig 22r0s
RESULTSFROM INDOOR WEEK & Ron Ganser 21:01

. - . Ta Larry Loucka 19:46
U. 5S. INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 8 Jeff Annis

. 19:09
9. Gordon Wisniewski 13:37

. Junior Indoor HLG 10. Dave Erbach 13:53
Name Times Total 11.’ Cari Fries LSE
1. Paul Loucka 43.0 45.00 88.0 12. Tony Sutter

. -42Pe1t
2. Aaron Markos 42.3 43.0 85.2 /

413. Jerry Skrjanc co 10:08
3. Dave Brown 27.0 25.0 52.0 14. Dick Gansien 9:08
4. Sean Capogreca 24.2 27.0 S12 15. Ed Stoll 4:34

14. R. Powell 2241
Senior Indoar HLG

/

1. Bryan Fulmer 7.2 537.6 114.8 °

Open ROG Cabin
1. Rick Doig- ‘

. =1?
:

Open Indoor HLG
. 2. ° Ron Ganser parea

2. Bob Larsh 37.0 af. 0
ee

% Richard Pivitt 50.6 43.0 94.6 | 4, Tony Sutter 16:46

4. R. Powell 42.0 42-0 84.0 .
Yunior Novice Fennyplane

t Ss. Ed Banks 40.0 43.0 83.0 1. Paul Loucks 40211
: & Wally Simmers 41.4 41.0 82.4 2. Brian Varney FSD7. Jd. Loribecki 39.2 39.0 78.2 3. Dave Brown bi 2e

8. Moe Whittemore 34.2 33.6 67.8 4. Aaron Markos
. 4:30

9. RFR. Lane 33.4 32.2 66.90
;

a,

-

.

Benior Novice Pennyplane .

Open FAI Stick . 1. Mike Van Gorder
. .

1isi?7
1. Larry Cailliau 35:32  B7:51 72:23 2.) Bryan Fulmer

oe
p40

2. Cezar Banks 34240 24:46 69:25
/

-
.

a. Jim Richmond 35:10 33:27 68:37. Open Novice Fennyplane
4. Stan Chilton U2:41 S2:52 65:35 1. Chuck Markos

.
12:05

. S&S. Ron Hiaqgs 32:51 31:06 63:57
7 '

2. Jim Clem 11:51
6 Richard Doig

© 31:08 B2:19 G5:27
,

' 3. Cezar Banks 41:50
/

7. Walt Van Gorder 31:28 3i:is 62:41 4. Hernie Roehm 11:24
:

8. Ron ‘Ganser ~ |

32210 30:27 62:37
|

S.. dim Jones 11:71
9. Bill Hulbert 31:28 31:02 62:30 6&. Doug Barber

- .
11:13

.
10. Paul Tryon °29:24 32:29 61:55

—

7. Walt Van Gorder. 11216
‘ 11. Mike Thamas 28:40 28:52 57:32 8. Lester Garber 10:47

12. Ed Stoll 26:05 ZOr02 56:07 9. Tony Sutter. - ae
|

13. Larry Loucka 25: 57 24:34 S5oO:31i
,

10. Larry Loucka — 10:35
14. Dan Helieff , 24:13 24:09 48:22 141. Terry Mrakava 9:59

‘



'

12. Del Ogren 9:48 Open AMA Scale

13. Carl Fries 9:00 1. €d Stoll 9 81.5 176.5

14. Joe Hervat 8:50 2. Bob Siedentoph 84 88.5 172.35

15. Tony Italiano 8:45 3. Tony Sutter 89 B82 171

16. Ed Banks 8:15 4. Jack McGillivray 6@ 76.5 164.5 ©

14. Jéhn Voorhees 8:15 5. Butch Hadland 90 677 1B

18. Jim Thornberry 8:02 6 Mike Arak
|

83 56 — 139 °

19. Gordon Wisniewski 7:29 7. Don Steeb B90 54 i134
20. Moe Whittemore 7:ii9 8. John Martin 54 78.5 132.5 ~ .

Pi. Otto Curth 7200 9. Jim Miller 81 48.5 129.5

22. Bill Bigge S206 10, Ken Graves 76 S1i.5 127.5°°~
>. Bill Franklin |

3209 11. Phil Cox BS 25 41
12. Millard Wells 49 31.5 190.5

1. Jeni Jaecks "12:56 gr./Sr,PeanutScale
2. Paul Loucka

© 10:26 Name Static Flying Score
=. Dave Brown 8:35 1. Bryan Fulmer 54 76 132

4. Robert Sirjanc 6:54 2. Aaron Markos 40 38 118

| oo. a

3. Dave Brown 56 i 117

Senior Fennyplane
/

i. Mike Van Gorder
;

Lisi Open Feanut Scale
2. Tom Norell -

10:39 1. Jack McGillivray 77 134.4 211.4
2. Lester Garber Sa 130 183

OpenFennyplane —_ 3. Ken Groves B82 i990 182
1. Dennis Jaecks 16:00 4 L
>. Gordon Wisniewski 13216 - ester Garber 54 116 186
* S. Keith Fulmer 58 120 178
3. Walt Van Gorder 12:24 %. Chuck . = 5

4. Bob Larsh 11:26 . uck Markos 93 6&4 159

. c
Te Bob Clemens 83 6&6 149

S. Jerry Skrijanc 11205
8. Jim Miller 68 72 140

, 6. John QO’Leary : 10:45 9. Phil Cox 49 5h 125
7. Bob Oppegard £0234 10. Don Steeb 55 68 123
8. John Voorhees 10229 10, Walt Everson 48 55. 123

9. Dick Pivitt 1Or1s i2. Phil Cox 95 20.5 115.5
10, Wally Simmers anno 13. Roger Lane 53 47 100
11. Tony Sutter 2204 _ 14, Don Steeb 62 29 91
12. Tony Tatiang Bros 15. Peter Baker 40 46 86
13. Doug Barber 8:4" 16. John Martin 20 59.4 79.4
14. Otto Curth 8:05 17. Millard Wells 50 28 78
15. Walt Everson 7252 18. Bon Block 42 34.5 96.5

' 16. Dan Steeb 7250
19. Dale Goff 32 As 75.

17. Bob Butsch 7208 20, L. Armstrong 42 29.5 71.5
18. Roger Lane 6:59 21. L. Armstrong 42 29 71
19. Don Block 6256 22. Mike Arak 42 19.2 61.2
20. Moe Whittemore 6:15

21. Bill Franklin Orit Open Manhattan
Name Time

Jr./Sr. Easy B 1. Walt Van Gorder 9:50
'

4. Mike Van Gorder
, 16:25 2. Chuck Markos 8:56

2. faron Markos 12:45 3. Hardy Brodersen 7:24
3. Tom Norell 12:43 4, Fon Ganser 7220

' 4. Eryan Fulmer 12:25 S. Larry Loucka 721s
5. Mike Clem 11:08 46. Ken Groves 6:07
& Dave Brown 9:20 7. Bob Larsh 5:55
7. Robert Skr janc 4:33 8. Moe Whittemore 5:48

9. Don Steeb 4:24
Open Easy #
1. Chuck Markos 18246 Open Bostonian

2. Walt Van Gorder 18:20 Name Charisma Flight Score
3. Cezar Banks 18:08 4. dack McGillivray 1.2 2:36 566.4
4. Jerry Skrjanc 17225 2. Dave Erbach i. 7:25 489.5
5S. Roy Kerr

;

16:50 3. Ken Groves. 1.2 G:03 477.4
6. Gordon Wisniewski 15246 4. Bob Clemens 1.2 6:20 456.0
7. Dick Obarski i739 &. Terry Mrakava 1.2 6:03 435.4
8. Jim Richmond

_

Tas
6. Millard Wells 1.2 S:2h 391.2

9. Dave Erbach 15:31
7 Rex Powell 1.2 alan aa

10. Jack McGillivray 15:01 8. Den e “= wI02 362.4

xe
- on Steeb 1.1 3:27 359.7

it. Doug Barber toiee 9 Tony Sutter 1.1 S: Pi S52.1

a Ren oroves imal 10. John Loribecki 1.4 4:13 353.1
ae Ke POWe <*. 11. Martin Varney 1.0 4:37 277.0
14. Tony Sutter l2i37 12. Bob Butsch 1.2 2:28 177.615. Jim Clem toos i3. Roger Lane toi 2:36 171.6

17. Don Steeb 11:58
14. Del Ogren 1.2 1:32 110.4

18. Rick Doig 11:52 Unlimited Rubber Speed
- . 49. Jim Pulley ti1sS2 Name Ti

.
- ime

20. Carl Fries 11:07 1. Mike Orak 8.71
21. Tony Italiano 11700 2. Frank Kieser 10.78
22. Richard Pivitt 10:57 3S. Chuck Markos 10.95
23. Bob Oppegard 10:45 se

24. Dick Ganslen 10:34 Peanut Speed
25, Otto Curth 10:31 1. Martin Varney 9.87
26. Terry Mrakava 10:24 2. Butch Hadland 10.98
27. Wally Simmers 10:20
28. Joe Hervat

.

7225 RESULTSFROMINDOORWEEK
29. Walt Everson 8:45 ;

.

30. John Voorhees 8:42 EighthNIMASAnnual RecordTrials
Bi. Jeff Annis 7:16

32. Millard Wells 6:13 NIMAS Index
2%. Stan Chilton

. 6:02 Name Class Time Score
a4. Wo Franklin 5:40 1. Larry Loucka Open Autogyra 9:03 1,246

35. Jim Thornberry
om 5232 2. Mike Van Gorder Sr. Novice Pr 11:4i 4.118

36. Moe Whittemore ° 5:08 3. Garon Markos dr. Novice PP 12:24 1.107
27. Lester Garber 4:00 4. Mike Van Gorder Sr. Easy B 16:27 4.067
38. John O’Leary 1:43 S. Stan Chilton Open Easy B 22:01 1.060

.

: &. Paul Loucka dr, Navice PF
|

11:7! 1.025
JIn./Sr. AMA Scale 7. Dennis Jaecks Open Fennyplane 15:17 1.017
Nane©. Static Flying Score 8. deni dJaecks dr. Pennyplane 12:05 =~F94
i. Dave Brown a> 54.5 143.5 3. Walt Van Gorder Open Easy 2. 19:26 929
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10. Chuck Markos Open Novice PP 11:55 »~926 7. Millard Wells Beardmore/108.0 144.0 146.0 -

11. Rick Doig Open Cabin 23:17 ~
920 8. Paul MclIlrath Caudron/1460.0 71.0 71.0

12. Walt Van Gorder Open Novice FPP 11:44 - F190 9. Ross Jahnke Cougar/132.0 78.0 71.0
id. Jim Clem Open Novice PP 11:40 £906  — 10. John Martin.> Hydravion/279.7 27.0 26.5
14. Ron Ganser

_

Open Cabin 22:38 -894 11. Walt Everson’ - Found/216.8 46.0 44.0
-

15. Dick Obarski Open Easy B 17:27 -840 ~ 12. Millard Wells “"“WéeHees108.0 130.0 °122.0
16. Rick Doig Open Stick 37233 .

839 13. Mike Arak Bleriot/285.0 14.9 7.0
17. Dick Obarski Open Paper 22:56 -835 14. Brian Varney”  Cougar/129.25  70.0° 74.0
18. Walt Van Gorder Open Pennyplane 12:15 .815 15. Walt Everson. Taylorcraft/192.0 38.0 26.0
19. Stan Chilton Open Paper 21:44 -790 . 16. BillCriss Comper Swift/168.0°° 39.98 45.6
20. Dick Obarski ~

Open Stick 34:24  .769 17. Bob Clemens “Found7168.0 °° "9816
21. Doug Barber Open Easy B 15:01 ~725 18. Millard Wells FUMdsqurto/i20.0“88.067 “SéTd'
22. Dick Ganslen Open FAI Stick 24:53 /630 19. Pete Baker

_

Found/81.0 62.8 "61.6
23. Walt Van Gorder Open Paper 16:00

-
585 20. Ed Toleikis: “Pietenpol7134.75"37.5°° aT7
. 21. Pete Baker =

BD-4/88.0 ~~ 51.6 52.4
/ AMA Scale (16 entries; 12 flew) 22. Dale Goff _

Cub/130.0° —

26.0 aml

Name Model Static Flying Score — a Co ae Be
1. Ken Groves Fike 78 90

.
168 ClassI]Riplane - 18 entries,16 flew “7° 7"*

2. Jack McGillivray SE-S 78 80.5 158.5 1. Chuck Markos” TigerMoth7349.75° “70TS5° "Bo.4°
3. John Martin Martin MO-1 59 89.5 148.5 2. Jack McGillivray SE-5/335.75°  fo4aTo° "TORTS
4. Phil Cox Buttercup 81 &5 146.0 3. Bob Clemens Currie Wot/312.75  49.0° “66.6
ue Bob Siedentoph Kalinin K-4 70 73.5 143.5 4. Tany Sutter 14—bis/240.0 47.9 52.0
& Chuck Markos J-4 7O 72.35 142.5 5. Dave Kiefer Pitts/330.0 35.2 “35.9
7. Tony Sutter 14-bis 7S 69.5 142.5 & John Martin 14-—bis/245.0 37.7 S913"
8. Ken Groves Sopwith Tripe 69 63.5 132.5 7. Mike Arak Niewport/400.5 5.0 6.0
9.. Don Steeb Vagabond 65 40.5 125.5 8. Ross Jahnke Halberstadt/217.0 475° “a9lo6
10. Lloyd Wood Waco SRE 49 49 124.0 9. Ken Groves Tabloid/311.94 34.4 (31.0
11. Lloyd Wood Sop. Tabloid 986 27.5 113.5 10. Paul McIlrath 1930 Laird/!91.2 58.8 43.1
12. Mike Arak Vagabond 77 35.5 112.5 li. Walt Everson Waco E/159.2 72.0 43.0

12. John Martin - Nakajima/i78.98 35.5°° 40,4
Peanut Scale (17 entries; all flew) 13. Bill Criss Stearman PT/238.0 7.3 4.2
Name Model /Static Flying 14. Chriss Scott Martinsyde/216.2 27.0 27.0
1. Ken Groves Fike/251.2 125 + 130 15. Randy Sicksbert Jenny/210.2 © 23.0 26.0
2. Lester Garber Fike/221.0 i125 + 1268 416. Walt Everson Jungman/199.5 RYT OAH

.

a
3. dack McGillivray Lacey/Z10.0 143 + 1359 17. Millard Wells  Kawasaki/144.0 36.0 36.0

"4. Bob Clemens Cloudbuster/394.2 58 + 57
§. Chuck Markos Tiger Moth/369.7 60 + 59 Class III Ultralite~“4entries, all flew
& Hob Clemens Currie Wot/31i2.7 63 + 68 1. Bob Clemens Cloudbuster/394°2" “§55i0 9 59.0
7. Don Steeb Lacey/1i945.0 91 + GS 2. Don Steeb  Skyrider/194.0 94.0 100.0
8. Don Steeb Skyrider/194.0 105 + 103 a. John Martin Boxmoth/224.0 ' 34.0 7.20
9. Aaron Markos Lacey/211.2 54 + 63 4. Aaronstein J262/114.6 31.2 28.5
10. John Martin 14-bis/245.0 33 + 39

a
Ch otthe ce pene

Li. Mike Arak Vagabond/ 7 18 + #18 Class IVUnorthodox — 8 entries, 7 flew _.
12. Millard Wells Wee Bee 1/96.0 128 + 121 1. Lioyd Wood = Float Tabloid/39S.7(42.4 as.q
13. Walt Everson Bucker/199.5 34 4 32 , 2. Ken Groves

- Sopwith Tripe/255.5 “S774 Ss7S
14. Millard Wells Wee Bee I1/108.0 68+ S81 3. Dave Kiefer Sopwith Tripe/332.533.4°°3174
15. Walt Everson Waco/159.2 50 + 52 4. Lubomir Koutny Kingfisher/253.4 46.0 46.0
16. Brian Varney Cougar/129.5 58+ 56 (5. Millard Wells Curtis Tripe/214.5 45.0 “460°
17. Ed Tolkiekis Pietenpol /1354.7 334+ °35 6. Tony Sutter Annular Ring/209.0 So.0 “52 70"

7. John Martin Hydravion/279.7 23T4 “Sete ,

CO2 Scale (7 entries: 5 flew) oo ; ae a ao

Name Model Static Flying Score ClassVMultivengine —- 3 entries, 39 flew

1. Phil Cox J-3 Cub 88 20 178 1. J. McGillivray Yugoslav 45-T/272 83.0 49.5
2. Butch Hadland Lacey 87 90 177 — 2. Lloyd Wood Boeing B-9/254.0° 2000"“Tara”
4. Bob Clemens Farman 84 50 174 mo

ee eg

S. Tony Sutter 1911 Cessna 79 31.5 110.5 ClassVILacey/Fike~ 12 entries,9 flew
1. Ken Groves

|
Fike/251.0° “"“43i.1 135.4"

Manhattan Cabin 2. Jim Miller —

Lacey/234.0 125.0 129.06

Nance”SCC Time 3. Chuck Markos Lacey/276.0 86.4 84.3

1. Larry Loucka 10:04 4. Butch Hadland Lacey/304.0 69.0 77.0

2. Chuck Markos
‘

8:57 Se. Jack McGillivray Lacey/210.0 “169.0
°

1492
3. Walt Van Gorder

, @:37
' & Lester Garber Fike/2?21.0 117.0 128.0

Al tony Sutter 6:45 ..
7+ Dave Kiefer Lacey/227.5 54.5 “55.0

5. Ken Groves 5.44 8. Don Steeb
~

Lacey/194.0 92.0°° Bé4.4

Bostonian Cabin
, “ THE PHOTOPAGE

~,

Name —_ Charisma Time Score
1. Jack McGillivray 1.15 2:40 3.06 topRow

— a ante
3 Rob Clemens

:

1.19 2214 2.613 1. A D Scout (Blackburn). by Millard Wells. & really nice
3. Ken Graves 1.16 2:10 3.515 model which probably flies better than the realone!

~

4. Robert Baldwin 1.14 3:07 > 349 2. Don Lindley launches his Indoor Payload model—-a new class

5. Phil Cox 1.09 2:01 2.198 promoted by Del Ogren and Done
5. Don Steeh

~ 1.16 1249 2.107 3. Cezar Banks got a new record (13:05) in NoviceFennyplane.
7. Del Ogren 1.07 0:32 57 SecondRow

oo - cg ee .

.

1. Bob Andrews and Butch Hadland did all the Scale judging.
Jr. Unlimited Circle Speed 2. Tony Sutter’s Annular Ring Peanut. “OO”

Name
— — =AS_2RESe Time (Sec.) Se Butch Hadland shows off his Fokker Feanut Speed model.

1. Brian Varney 5.25 Third Row
; a 7

>. Susan Arak
— 14.54 1. What will it be when it grows up? This miniature by Dale

oe Ce
.

Goff was inspired by the Pistachio Scale models.
, Open Unlimited Circle Speed 2. Tony Sutter’s CO2 model made many beautiful flights.eeeeee 7.36 3. Lo-Cal~-semi-scale models with a profile fuselage.

2. Chuck Markos:
,

9,01 FourthRow o
:

:

a

i. Brian Varney’s Cougar flew well enough to place 14th in a

Feanut Speed field of mostlyadults.
1. Butch Hadland 8.47- 2. Butch Hadiand’s Lacey Pistachio was really well built and

.

j

flew aswellasmany regular Peanut Scale models.
| FOURTH WORLD PEANUT GRAND PRIX

_

3. Doug Barber*s European style EasyBtopped 15 minutesi:
spite of its 1.75 gram weight. ,

.Class I Monoplanes — 27 entries, 23 flew : Fifth Row
-

—

Name Model /Static Flying
~ 4. Frank Scott finished this Bostonian too late for compe—

1. Jim Miller Itoh/232 88.0 92.0 tition, but it is attractive and flies well.
2.. Hob Clemens Mosquito/319.5 5a.0 47.5 2. Fred Weitzel’s G-ITI Autogyro was a lively and attractive
3. dim Miller Itoh #2/7171.5 116.90 92.0

|
Performer as built and flown by Millard Wells.

4. Dave Kiefer Vagabond/269.5 48.5 49,00 3. Mike Srak and Susan wind Mike’s Circle Speed model which
5S. Lubomir Foutny EKingfisher/253.4 46.8 45.0 won the Open class event.
&. Bill Hunter Zero/ssa.0 i3.0 13.1
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, eNEWSandVIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
.

ce Add in the second paragraph:
.

K*KANATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANESOCIETY*&%* b. Characteristics of &.Z.B. Models: The wingspan is

.

maximum 45 cm, and the wing chord maximum 7.5 cm. The.

.

. This Issue length of the motor stick is maximum 23 cm. The weight

.
.

of the model without rubber motor shall be no less than

There are a few comments about Indoor Week which 412 grams. Flying surfaces shall be rectangular and no
: wouldn’t fit Last time. I will also be trying to print wire or wood bracing may be used. The covering of the

/

the good material which has stacked up lately, in this curgaces will be anything but microfilm. A tubular |

issue and in issues to come. There are new design fuselage is not allowed.
,

trends and new materials, and I would like to get
application data and techniques on them. I hope that STATE OF THE ART
anyone who is working with the new materials will be oneneennenenemna

willing to share their ideas, This issue highlights the models of the Romanian |

t’?s Missing?
Team; they won the 1982 Indoor World Championship. I

What's Missing’ have had these three views a while, and decided on the

a oo, oo oe multiple presentation. The CMOS charts appear below; I te

So far, there’ hasn’t been one single word from .
. : th .

anyone about the NATS, except some side comments hope to resume presenting these with each ree view

relayed during phone calls. If anyone cares, I711 be
'

happy to run NATS results, but I have to have the data SPEeraAntTa
in order to publish it! There was an Indoor NATS

.

35
1982 Moet ener

this year, wasn’t there? +5% Margin
.

NOTES FROM INDOOR WEEK :
; em

0
All I have from the Indoor Champs are a few second- a.

hand comments. It was noted that Larry Cailliau did = 30
‘

some very good steering, along with having innovative wi .

steering equipment which mini- mized thechance of «

catching the prop. I didn’t get a clear idea of this, Q
Larry, so how about a report? Also, Dave Erbach flew a us

.

. startlingly light ornithopter to a time which I heard
© Ol.

was over eight minutes; unfortunately, the data left 2| 25
with CD Tony Italiano before I arrived. >

.
ENART flying was the usual mixed bag of flying ina nema vectaleaeeernaaaearnsseteonscnmmnhecnnmowemerssemmehan

number of events, but the Circle Speed event was quite 10 15 20 25 30
interesting to me. Although Martin Varney’s Folkerts

Racer didn’t repeat its win of the same event at the X-NOSE TO C.G. :

“Indoor Champs, Brian’*s elegantly simple model posted a 35
higher. time than anyone else. T can see that this
event could be a real challenge, if someone wanted to
build a special model to fit the rules. In particular, ‘

FoRTUNA—IT

if the event rules were somewhat more limiting in the Aurel Popa :

amount of power allowed, I can see a real battle of Sth Place - "82 WCh

aerodynamic design shaping up. That sort of challenge
-) 30

+4.7% Margin
is very interesting to me--how about you? What started wn

. me thinking about power reduction was the collision ° :

between Martin’s Folkerts and Eddie Capogreco’s nose. a
It only left a small cut, but this was too close to the <
eyes for anyone’s comfort! A lower potential speed 4

and/or lower wing loading would have reduced the impact Q 25
and increased the dodging time. Butch Hadland’s Peanut

w
Speed model was to his usual fine. standards, and was ”

very well controlled as it zipped around the balloon- 9
pylons in quite good time without zooming drastically. a

The single outstanding thing which I remember about
the Grand Prix was how well the Pistachio models flew, 20 memessenennrcmnenlienrenrenenhersorenessmen rvbnorsesenrrtremammals
and Butch’s Lacey was head and shoulders above even 10 iS 20 25 30

many of the regular Feanut models in flying ability.
—

X-NOSE TOC.G

.
WANT A VIDEOTAPE?

. Le. .

ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING A GOOD QUALITY VIDEO 35 ee smart
/

TAPE OF THE 1986 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, BETA OR VHS, 7th Place - ’82 WCh
PRICE $25: PLEASE WRITE OR CALL 314-227-9916. +12+ Margin

. wn

#KNEED 20 ORDERS MINIMUM* 9
vow Dick Hardcastle Lo ae

.

< 30
7319 Wise Avenue

“ fe
St. Louis MO 63117 | -

°
,

~

INTERNATIONAL CLASS EASY B? 4
The rules listed below will be considered at the 4| os

Fall meeting of CIAM. Unfortinately, the deadline is ~

past for input on these rules, but at least you have
some idea of what is being proposed. ponrelneesencedanaseroanhsncensekeemcaatcmceecetncmcnsabe

10 15 20 25 s0Q
2.4, " i "

“ ~*

oar? netore Characteristics of Indoor Models", X-NOSE TOC.G.
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:NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
Oo Se OKLAHOMA > Oklahoma City Area

|

Two contests are on tap at the Oklahoma City 23rd

**XENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY¥##® ' Street Armory: Dec. 11, 1983 and March 11, 1983.  HLG,OO ————— . Easy 8B, Pennyplane, etc, plus possibly Manhattan Cabin
THis Issue" °° 8 ~ and Ornithopter. Contact Bill Baker, 1902 Peter Pan St.,

en no oS ‘ Norman OK 73069 for more details. :

This is one of several issues dealing with ‘only “one” ae
coo

or two topics. This format won’t be used every time, but TEXAS — Ft. Worth/Dallas Area
.. ,

it gives me a chance to use some longer items hed back Monthly sessions will continueatthe Bedford Boy’s
for lack of room to publish them. This month’s major Ranch in Bedford, Texas, and informal sessions happen on
topic is rubber testing, which has not been exhausted by Thursday afternoons if you can get off work. ContactDennis’ excellent summary. Results from the Team Jess Shepherd, 2713 Summit View, Bedford TX76021 for
Selection Finals appear” below’ “also; “thanks” to Joan details.

Rodemsky for the excel lent camera ready copy!
. | THE FORTY MINUTE CLUB

a

cow HatsOFFTesssss The latest update of40 minute fliers appears below,
Tony Italiano, President of the National Free Flight thanks to the continued efforts of Bob Gibbs. if you can

Society. In case you haven’t noticed, Tony hasdone more document your own position on this list, send ene info to

than his ‘share of promoting indoor flying by ramrodding Bob at 161 Larkwood Circle, San Ramon CA 94583. These
the U. S. Indoor Championships. I know that other” NFFS are the single best official flightof each individual,
officers and members such as Hardy Brodersen have had an ‘"28d@ as part of an officially Sanctioned event. That

i : . :
re includes flights anywhere in the world, provided the

active part in this promotion also, but Tony. has been ti . tit : th tional er lub of that
willing to shoulder much of the paperwork involved. Note oeuntrs entity 1s e na a aero c °

‘ that Tony already fas a full-time job with outdoor FF, ¥-

so this effort in behalf of indoor is extra! Part of ae -~  Class*
;

. this willingly assumed burden appears in this issue - a Name Country Time 1 2 3Year Site
survey to aid planning for the 1984 USIC. Read the text

-

~~ 7~ 7

involved, then flip to page 5 (domestic issues only) and Richmond, Jim USA 52:14
XO

1979 Akron
fA11 out the survey sheetand return it to Tony. Note Kowalski, Dick

=

USA 50:41 X 1976 Akron
wha ony has mailed some of ese already anc a an .

.
:

original deadline of October 15, 1983. He has extended Barr, Laurie England
©

A128
ae

x 1982 Cardington
the deadline to allow me to circulate the survey further, Richmond, Jim USA

;

47:23
oo .

UX
.

_1980 Akron
but please mail it immediatély!

. ”

Harlan, Ray USA ss 47:13 x 1980 Akron
OS

Doig, Rick © USA 46:24 xX Akron
A Slight Oops! 9s ’ ro

1983 kro
anne

nenasane Rodemsky, Erv— USA 45:50 X
._.

1974 Santa Ana

Issue #11 showed thrée-viewsafthe 1982Ramanian WCh Rieke, K.H. = W. Germany 45:40 “X "1962"Cardington
models, the 1982 winners. Unfortunately, the printer Redlin, Carl USA 45:17, X 1962 Cardington

; did 3 Stignt size reductionon brinting atoce give rpon Andrews, Pete
~

USA 44:59 X 1979 Akron
—

o clamp e master during e printin SS. is
.

hasn’*t happened before, so I was unprepared. Torecoup, -- Randolph, Bob USA 44:50 x 1972 Santa Ana

measure the span of the prop outline as shown and compare Mather, Clarence USA 44:44 X
.

(1974 Santa Ana
it to the stated dimension. This,will allow you to get Hacklinger, Max W. Germany 44:20 xX 1961 Cardington
the outline back to "real " size if you need te ge Kopecky, Ernie USA 43:42 X 1963 Santa Ana
remember oO eave adequate mar

, wi o
.

your three- view: we. both will be ahead! Y

. Banks, Cezar USA
| cen 43:35 . Xx

-

1981 Santa Ana
no Pee ~~ Cummings, Frank=~ USA’ 43:28° X~~” °1963° Santa Ana

-
RUBBER TESTING

. Atwood, Bill © USA 43:17 XX 1963 Santa Ana
a ee gee. oe ge Bog ag ec ees Plotzke, Ron USA 42:53 X 1969 Lakehurst

Dennis Jaecks says: Most of my test” method was : ec >.
obtained from Fred ..Pearce’s excellent article. in Domina, Dan

_ USA 42305 —X 1979 Akron
March/April 779 Model Aviation. The key is his use of

|

Cannizzo, Sal
==

USA
=

42:20 _X 1983 Lakehurst
two stretches, where he uses a Force #1 based on weight Randolph, Bob USA” ” = 43:16 X

~~

1983 Santa Ana
and vength of pheSamples and aforce #? based ae data Calliau, Larry USA 42:02" X° "1982" Santa Ana
from the first stretch. I would be confident flying on

©

© .

ee
4

rubber testing good by this method;therearen’t a lat of | Romak, Bud USA A201 X 1965. Moffett

maybes and ifs* to his test. I didn’t go into a lot of
| Romak, Bud — —

USA 41259 X 1981. Akron
detail on hold time, rest time and temperature, but you Richmond, Jim USA 41:45 X 1969 Lakehurst
must be consistent. A high guatity force gage is Gibbs, Bob USA 41:35 ‘XY °° JO8T° Santa Ana
necessary also ~-fish scales dare obviously out! .

- Obarski, Dick USA’ 41230" xoLEBT Akron
/ CONTEST CALENDAR ~ ~~ 77 7" "Finch, Tom © “USA 41:27 X

_

 1963° Santa Ana

—_ |

oe Champine, Bob USA, 41:23. X_. _1963, Santa Ana
A oe Martinte somewhat outrageous — promotions are

Rodemsky, Erv USA... 41:23 xX. 1979 Akron
oc arti 5 } af 7

: en . ’ wpe ee 457 ee ee ee he, ee

paying off! Can you imagine flying in a fertilizer
|

Stoll, Ed
oo. USA . 41:21 xX

_
1963 Santa Ana

warehouse? It seems that there were two ‘such structures Mather, Clarence USA 40:54 X 1974 Santa Ana
“4uilt at Lakeland, Florida; they have been unused due to —_ Draper, Ron Engiand 40:44" X

“

1962” Cardington
_ slump in fertilizer demand. John bas. beenworking this Pymm, Dave England 40:40 X 1980 Cardington

one for some time, and now has contests scheduled there.
Bilari. doe USA 40:37 X 1965 Santa Ana

The first is Nov. 26-27, 1983, 2 pm to 7 pm (Nov. 26) and
.

g 2? NSoe
27

me

8 am to 2 pm (Nov. 27). The MIAMA season opens on Oct. — Nonaka, S.
==

dapan 40:36 x 1978 Cardington
23, 1983 at Miami Dade South High School, 9 am to 5S pm. Doig, Rick USA

~ 40:13 X “1981 Akron
Their December meet “is the Millard Wells Meet at Coral  — Triolo, John USA © 40206 XS 1974 Lakehurst
Shore School (Mile marker 90 in the Keys), beginning at 9

—

°

ams Pistachio ‘and ROW events. Contact ‘John Martin, “2180 *c] ass 1 - FAI, FAI 90cm or AMA-D° OO ce

Tigertail, Miami FL_33133 for more details, and call
- FAI 65cm - 1

= : Bs .
;

2 65cm gram
;305-858-6363 for site confirmation on a meet weekend.

.

3 - FAI 65cm - no weight requirement



OW INDOOR FLYER
SEPT. 30) 2983 -FELL to
;

6. If West Baden is the site, do you prefer week of: .

PROGRESS IS THE WORLD’S BIGGEST PROBLEM - AND WE INDOOR JUNE 10. JULY 1. ssJULY 22
FLYERS ARE FACED WITH-IT TOO! oT —

;

:

. we JUNE 17 JULY 8
The NWI at West Baden, Indiana has closed it’s doors and have
been trying to sell the property. _A small group of flyers are JUNE 24____ JULY 15__-
loosely formed to try to keep our finger in the proceedings in .

:

order to maintain a showof: interest and possibly protect our H. If we were assessed a rental charge requiring
use of the building for indoor activity. However, we must in . approximately $15,090 -.$25,.00 an entrant extra fee, ‘

parallel consider other possibilities as well, in case our oo would you Still attend? (No matter where the contest
efforts are for naught. wos neve ) oe

oo :

I need your thoughts direly - - -

1. Do yo - .

_ oO, ;

.

.

’

. u ¢

oOEne reotLoe ebte oF dealin ere ora hee aes marae Te FEESCMar
» La rst - a , eq a

HG ie LTBciao olailealge ATL TR xy s.r younove sme comtructive comets to mke, alee
@ .obtain a firm comm! tment now for june/July- 1984, do so,

constructive coments to make, please

.
§ Ana Marine Base Hangar. - Same as above but with - Please - don’t¥ -12 additional problems in obtaining for more than | day.

Don't lay , are . a reply In- T need it pow!
- ese § '

3, KIBBIE FIELD HOUSE- University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho WIT] Walt Os yourve gotmore Important thingstoccerenectoN
pa Saws see tk y take teen a eae ee PAG TY Only 2 minutes will do. But NFFS hasn't got much money

This fabulous structure appears to be fhe most viable so Please use your own envelope and stamp for the cause, My

GLEPTPASE GnGOMiSS Steg GePEGGeR doo"PE,he'eatOriy Together we'll workItOuts2'events simultaneously! (Like HLG and FID- HAI),
Together. we'll work 1t out.

|

I need your very honest input, so please think, assess .

. and reply accordingly.
a

Tog
Dormitory rooms would “probably” be available,

TonyATAl Llano
A. If we were to hold the 3rd USIC at Kibbie during July 1984

which Wek Nould You Brefer:
__

NATIONAL FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY €
July 1 July 8.ssJudy 15 July 22 DEDICATED TO THE INTERESTSOF FREEFLIGHT MODELING AEES

,

(NATS would probably be first week of August and at Reno)
NEES

B. Would you really make vacation plans and attend the USIC Sept. 16, 1983

in 1984, . Subject: PRESS NOTICE .

. YES____ NO__ The National Free Flight Society is accepting nominations for

C. Exactly which events would you enter: Oo
the foliowing:

—

HLG AMA SC PAPER STK
_

10 Models, of the Year - (1984)
.

| PP____ SPEED EZB 1530AvenueD
NPP FID MAN/BOSTON . Redondo Beach, CA 90277 ,

PEANUT___sAMA- STK
.

CABIN : Bend ateht Mali of Fane (1980).

:

Anthony J, Italiano oe

\ D. Would you attend the banquet if one were held? 1655 Revere Dr. .

- a ‘ Soe .

,
Brookfield, WI 53005

YES. NO_ Also, a call for papers for the 1984 Symposium.
_

,

: - + LO .

Please make your intentions known along with an

—. AGAIN ~- Would you attend the 3rd USIC at the overall outline to:

University of Idaho and can I put your name down as Stan Stoy
positively being there (if that-1s the final selection)? 12314 Inletridge Dr.

Maryland, MO 63043 ;

YES. NO
.

.
314-434-9153 (home)

F. If West Baden becomes viable again, would you prefer 314-233-8361 (office)
that site over Kibble? Have your information in by January 1. 1984.

YES___ NO____ Thank you for your assistance.
~~

se

te _

.

INDOOR “TEAM SELECTION
West Baden, Indiana September 3-5, 1983
Leet lees : oe Best Finals Pri

i

1. Bob Randolph 34:48 36:48 35:30 8:30 34:25 37:30 - - - 74:18 1000 109.73 1109.73
2. Cezar Banks 7:50 37:08 36:06 13:43 34:46 6:14 36:57 - 36:39 74:05 997.0810.00 1107.08
3. Jim Richmond 14:05 10:21 35:52 7:27 33:48 35:40 30:07 35:50 37:41 73:33 98991110.00 1099.91 -
ASL, Cailliau 33:29 36:41 25:17 = «=.7: 54% 33:51 33:33 10:51 5:53 70:32 94930 110.00 1059.30
5. S. Cannizzo 7:34 5:51 30:05 7:30 36:34 32:18 14:17 5:15 9:49 68:52 92687110.00 1036.87

ss

6, Ray Harlan =31:17 32:55 29:20 8:44 35:16 9:03 31:08 12:18 32:08 68:11 91768 09.66 1027.34
7. Richard Doig 16:57 33:41 7:18 34:51 22:25 8:15 6:41 25:47 22:45 68:32 92239104.281026.67
8. BR. L. Gibbs 33:09 30:55 34:08 28:00 15:44 26:07 30:25 30:43 8354 67:17 90556 109.99 1015.55
9. S. Chilton - = = 23230 6207-7225 29:43 34:26 32:38 67:04 90265 110.00 1012.65
10, Bud Romak 29:11 25:01 24:29 19:47 28:45 32:26 33:48 32:16 28:04 66:14 89143 109.74 1001.17 So

11. Paul Tryon 31:52 13:14 33:14 9:23 26:40 22:43 23:09 12:50 27:28 65:06 87618 99.96 976.14
—

12, W. Van Gorder 26:52°34:20 18:18 <= 28:35 4:34 30:36 23:33 23:55 64:56 87393 00.76 974.69
13. L. Gitlow 9:12 19:41 8:42 13:21 33:18 1:39 6:57 23:55 31:02 64:20 86586 08.15 974,01
14, E. Hoffman 6:24 18:24 8:0821:50 20:44 30:25 5:02 32:17 14:39 62:42 8438813.74 947.62
15. M. Andrews 24352 31:40 5:56 30:41 7:53 28:32 22:45 26:12 7:43 62,21 8391715.39 944.56 8

16. BR. Obarski 9:10 29:40 27:26 18:34 31:20 30:10 22:23 29:38 18:47 61:30 827.7308.42 936.15
17. W. Hulbert 31:34 18:49. 7:38 24:33 22:17 22:43 11:04 26:55 24:25 58:29 78712 110.00 897.12
18, D. Belieff 21:0031:31 7:09 24:55 21:28 10:19 4:18 26:00 25:28 57:31. 77411 99.70 873.81
19. R. Ganser 12356 24:35 20:06 8:27 9:07 28:59 25:02 7:03 27:07 56:06 75482105.26 860.08
20. A. Rohrbaugh 22:40 8:39 4:42 26:36 15:23 29:05 9:59 26:54 ~ 55:59 75348 87.50 840.98 -

pi. Jim Clem 22:38 22:19 22:35 18:35 11:00 15:48 15:58 = 15:36 45:13 60857 89.52 698.09
me Erv Rodemsky, Contest Director

|
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|

3RD USIC SURVEY - SEPTEMBER 1983__

|

FILL THIS SHEET IN AND MAIL TO A. J. ITALIANO
1655 REVERE DRIVE

|

BROOKFIELD, WI 53005

A, ULY JULY 8 JULY 15 JULY 22

B. YES NO OS
|

C. HLG AMA SC PAPER STK ;
Pp SPEED EZB

NPP FID ~

MAN/BOSTON
. PEANUT AMA STK___ CABIN_

oD. YES NOU |

|

- EB, YES NO :

F. YES NO
|

G. JUNE 10__ JULY 1 JULY22
|

JUNE 17 JULY 8
|

|

JUNE 24 JULY 15
|

H. YES. NOL |

;
|

J,
-

|

|

| oo .

| MAME :
|

Mail by October 15 1983
|

|


